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AND ON THESE M.K!KIE!L.

An old mountain mdn remembers the grizzly, t&s.
and ,vanishing glories of the great high country
The Rockies, by Andy Russell, Hurt& Bltutrated,
160 pages, $20 cloth.
By BABLE BIRNEY
BECAUSE THUS BOOK has a beautiful jacket and is hugish and
thinnish and costs $20, don’t assume it’s just soother display item down at the coffee-table level. Andy Russell, a
photographer himself among other things, has maintained
the visual promise of his cow in most of the 120 colour
photos he presents, and what is rare indeed, has saved
nearly one thii of his space for a series of his own cornmentaries, beautifully written. both authoritative and personal, that succeed in uniting the past, the brief human
years of exploration, and the new problems of wilderness
“preservation” raised by the development of parks.
The “Rockies” of the title are exclusively the Canadian
ones, and exclusive even of the much more extensive mow
tain areas of central and Pacific British Columbia, the Selliirlts and Coast Ranges. These still await books worthy of
thei greatness. Russell has confined himself to what he
knows, the cOmpamtively narrow first wave of the Canadian
Cordilleras as we approach from the Prairies, the spine’of
the Great Divide, stretching from the U.S. border between
Alberta and British Columbia and up 2,000 miles almost to
the Arctic coast of the Yukon. Even this is too much, and
Russell has wisely confined himself almost entirely to describing and illustrating the national and provincial park
areas of his Rockies, from Waterton on the Montana border
to Banff, Kootenay, Yoho, Jasper, Mount Robson and the
Yukon’s Kluane.
Since I was born in sight of the abrupt Albertan wall of
the High Rockies and lived my schooldays and early workyears within their valleys and began climbing up Banff’s
buttresses from the age of eight, th is an extra satisfaction for me in seeing at last a book that does justice to
this country, so famous.and yet so super&Sally known.
Russell makes us feel the variety - the minutiae as well as
the greatness - the smprisii exotic brilliance of flower
and bird. the strangeness and delicate strengrh of the, wild

E&sell makes asfeel the varie@ . . . the immensi# of the rapthrown ocean of rock and ice and
the eerie beaaties of the waters that are enclosed
wtihin them, or fall and fnzm to any one of the
three salt oceans that our land touches.
animals, the immensity ofthe upthrown ocean of rock and
ice, and the eerie beauties of the waters rhar ax enclosed
within them. or fall and foam to any one of the three salt
oceans that our land touches.
And there is still enough of the Westerner in me to be
naively gratified that The Rockies has been conceived,
edited, w&en, photographed, published. and apparently
financed almost entirely by Albmans. One doesn’t need

ever 10 have seen the Rockies to take pl$asore in thii book,
but its essential quality lies in the fact rhar its contributors.
wherever they happen to have been born, have lived many
summers if not all their years in our Rockii and have, as
Russell says, “taken time to look” -and in his case also to
feel and to think.
His commentary reaches back through a billion years and
more to rhe sedimentation, the creation of the strata themselves, rhen their upheaving by the “ctumplbtg of the
mcky plate covering North Ametica,” and the slow workings of weather and glaciation that brought the wilderness to
its present shape and covering. He then traces, somewhat
sketchily, rhe coming of Indians and, a mere 200 years
ago, of whites. It took the latter only one century to destroy
forever not onlv the buffalo but the entire balance of livine
maintained for perhaps two milleoia. Thanks b a few &My disappearing

limbs were close enough, however, to prompt her to rear up her hind legs and
strip the dense firbark off that side of the trank,
wing to haul me down.

to see the human values in wilderness pxservation, Ottawa
was persuaded to set up, beginning in Banff in the 188Os,
the present gmup of national parks in the Rockies.
Russell has. in the last 40 years, ranged through all of
them, though the Warexton Park, neat which he was born, is
obvioosly dearest to him. Beginning as a bronco-buster and
trapper in the Lethbridge-Pincher Creek area and then as a
pfessional mountain guide, he grew into a ttatttralist, author and photographer in his own tight, and a man with a
truly Wordsworthian respect and love for hi mountains.
“Theii colours and their forms,” am to him tab “an appetite, a feeling and a love.” The subjects of his observations,
lie those of the photographs he has chosen, range from the
delicate minutiae of lichen, growing their “rack paintings”
acmss sheer cliffs at the rate of a square inch every 100
years, to the great mammals of the woods and crags. He has
learned the importance of each to the ecology of the whole,
and apparently to cherish and live in harmony wifh all life in
the Rockies - even with that “epitome of power.” the
grizzly.
5CNever ran from a bear,” he says; “it only invites parsuit” and the bear can rtm faster. “Back off diplomatically,
always facing the bear, with no sudden motions of
p a n i c . . A grizzly welcomes the chance to save face” and
go his own way. But here, at the risk of diission, I most
register disagreement. &haps the grizzlies have gmwn
milder in Waterton Park. In the summer of 1521, when
Andy Russell was still a six-year-old Prairie boy, I was the
md-and-axeman in a party surveying the first motor mad
between Watetton and Cameron Lakes. One sunny August
morning I was following the chainman up OUT slash trail; we
happened to be facing a headwind and moving quietly.
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Sud&nly a bear cub came scampering amend a bead in the
path a few yards ahead. The chainman was a college freshman from the East. He wanted to see a real live bear close
up; so. as the cub,tamed and fled, he ran after it, die
appearing around the corner despite my shouts to stay put. I
tore after him, then, still hoping to drag him away before
the mother, wherever she was. caught sight of us. I reached
the comer just in time to see a huge silvertip, lying in the
trail playing with her other cub. flip growling onto all fours
and without a second’s hesitation charge us. My compankm
sprang into the underbrush, shedding his chain .and bag of
stakes, and managed to shinny up an alder a split second
before the bear reached its base. She wheeled once mund
his tree and then saw me and charged again. Meantime, I’d
been sprinting downtrail to a hefty tivin fir with low
branches I’d noticed earlier, heavhg away both rod and axe
at the start, as mere encumbrances against such a bear. I slid
between the two trees and,heaved myself up the branches on
the far side before she could get at me. My disappearing
limbs were close enough, however. m prompt her m rear up
on her hind legs and strip the dense fibark off that side of
the trunk, tfying to haul me down. But she did not linger,
rounded her cubs up and went crashing with them straight
up to timberline. It was them she was concerned with saving, not her face. If either the chaioman or I had stood
ground we’d have been dead. Russell does admit that grizzlies are just as individualistic as pwple. but I think this one
merely acted true to grizzly type, or human type, for that
matter. She dii what any mother would have done in the
circumstances, given the daws and the poundage. It was the
circumstances that were freakish: a female grizzly, SWprised upwind by the sight of a potential enemy apparently
charging her cub, simply counterattacked.
I find little else in Russell’s text to argue about. but
someone has been occasionally careless with the photo cap
dons. The glacier’s long “broken line” at the top of the
west side of Mount Robqm, in Don Beers’ magnificent
photograph, is not “a serac” but the bergschmd, and the
game Photographer’s lovely shimmering view from near
Sentinel Pass had to be taken in Banff not Jasper Park.
Beers’ photos and those of J. A. Kraolis are justifiably
given the lion’s share of the book’s visual sections, aeeotmting for 50 of the 120 photographs. Though both are in a
sense amateuts - Beers teaches school in Calgary and
Kraulis studies architecture in Montreal - they have spent
many summers in the Rockies taking pictures, and they are
instinctive artists. The variety and technical skill of
Kratdis’s studies ,are amazing, whether his subject is a
mushroom or a waterfall, snow on stream-banks or an orchid, a barren skm slope or a tapestried forest floor.
Perhaps the finest and certainly the most dramatic study in
the book is his telephoto shot of a newborn bii lamb
wobbly under the shanks of his mother on a cliff-edge.
Most of the 25 photographers represented in The Rockies
are Albertan-born or New Canadians who now live and
work in the parks. In addition to the author himself, who
contributes several fine pictures, including a breathstopping glimpse of a cascade in a concealed canyon, there
are three other Russells in the book, also born in the Pincher
0eek.are.a; one of’them, Richard of the Canadian Wildlife
Service, contributes an effective shot of a forest fire. always
a difficult subject. Them is a surprising dearth of climbing
pictures, especially when one considers what a tine legacy
of them now exists from such oldtimers as Byron Harmon.
Black-and-white photography deserved to be represented.
There is one effective alpinist picture. by the Swiss-
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Canadian Edi Klopfenstein, a Jasper freelancer, and a good
study of alpine marshlands by another emigrant from
Switzerland, Hans Fuhrer ofthe Yukon Park Service. There
is a beautiful and striking shot of an eaglet in its nest,
downy-white and softer than a dove, by Tom Willock. an
Albertan government biologist. ‘Two of the best bigmountain studies are by a U-year-old journalist. Patrick
MotlU!V.
The quality of the plates, however, is not always what it
should be. Some have chemical spotting, and there is in
general too much blue. Moreover, many reproductions are
too small to do justice to the grandeur of the subject.
But these are secondary matters, and one returns to reread the iext. Russell is speaking to us not only to inform,
but to warn. “Nature is at once powerful and rugged but
beautiful and extremely fragile.” Life on this planet is subject, like the universe itself, to change. Man must, on the
one hand, protect the rest of life fmm his own destructiveness; but he can sometimes harm by overprotection. If, for
example, we douse every grass and bushtire in a forested

park. we allow the scrub “to grow dangerously high” and if
a tire gets loose it can leap from the scrub over the flame
resistant bark of the big trees into their crowns, killing
everything. Momover. though we create the parks “to ensure the survival of natural beauty for all time . . . we love
them to death” by criswxossing them with roads that every
summer LM now clogged with cars. buses, trailers. The
mass of tourists no longer want to ride anything as slow as a
horse. The packtrains and trail-riders, and their guides and
outfitters, the remote capping sites of my own childhood,
appear. to be gone forever. Them m too many of us and we
are too greedy, and too ndurotic with speed; we have not
learned, as the Indians did, to preserve the wilderness and
yet use it. Russell ends with the plea to those “who pmfess to know and love the Rockies” to stop “destroying the
life systems that make possible these blessings [with our]
demand for more energy, more soft-living amenities”; the
wild animals continue to be endangered, and the day still
approaches when “the wilderness&s gutted and open to
the sun:’ 0

MY OBERON! WHAT VISIONS

The story sf one small Canadkn press that
may have been too successful for its own good
By PAUL STUEWB

OTTAWA.

“A PLA~B of chill fierce colds, full of rheumatism
and damnded snowstorms” for the young Archibald
’ Lampman, and the home of bureaucratic mandarins, the
Roughriders and a lopsided ratio of women to men in our
national mythology. The village-cum-city where you can
see Nureyev at the Arts Centre and go crazy trying to find a
decent restaurant, where downtown is a confused jumble of
construction sites and sparkling skyscrapers that, like New
York. will be a great place to live if they ever get it built.
Not a lily place for one of Canada% most innovative
small publishers, you might think, at least until you’d been
straightened out by the no-nonsense tones of Oberon
FVess’s Anne Hardy. “Fmm the very first days,” she explains, “we received manuscripts fmm West Coast, Maritime. and even Eastern Ontario writers who were unable to
L’ find a publisher in Toronto. but were still seeking a national
audience rather than a regional oni. In effect, our being in
Ottawa has forced us to become a national publisher, and to
be continually searching for new markets for our writers.”
Or, as husband Michael Macklem adds in characteristically
epigrammatic fashion, “All mads lead out of Ottawa!”
They certainly do for Anne and Michael. who since
Oberon’s 1967 founding have spent several months of each
year canvassing bookstores and libraries across the country.
Except for Newfoundland, which they visit every second
year, this annual swing takes them from the Maritime6 to
the West Coast, and has resulted in what is generally mcognized as the best distribution network of any small Canadian
publisher. Another consequence has been the compilation
of Anne Hardy’s Where To Eat in Canada. whose annually
revised editions and healthy sales have made it Oberon’s
most popular title by the length of several thousand crumpled serviettes.

Despite the respect of his peers and a steady increase in
both number of titles published and volume of sales,
Michael Macklem confesses to being known as “the Cassandra of the book trade.” Cassandra. you will recall, was a
mythological Ms. cursed with the ability to make accurate
predictions that were invariably disbelieved; and several of
Macklem’s forecasts contain disturbing but inarguable
truths that rub against the grain of a period of relative optimipm in the Canadian book-publishing industry.
If, as Macklem admits, “Oberon has survived and done
comparatively well,” this can only be attributed to the large
amount of unpaid effort that he and Anne Hardy have put
into it. Macklem estimates that they supply between 50 per
cent and 60 per cent of the necessary work for free, and
points out that neither he nor Anne Hardy have ever taken
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out a cent in royalty payments. even though the latter’s
H’here To Ear in Canada is Oberon’s most profitable title.
In this sense, continued success contains the seed of failure:
“The real crisis will come when we have to start paying for
labour in order to meet the growing demand for our books.”
This seeming paradox stems from the peculiar economics
of small-press publishing, which Macklem summarim as,
“The more you print, the more you lose.” Oberon pays up
to 50 per cent of list price to produce its books and sells
them to bookstores’at 60 per cent of list. which does not
provide an adequate margin for royalty payments and overhead, let alone the provident accumulation of capital. “In a
way,” he muses, “it would be very much to our advantage
to print just one copy of each book and sell it to the Canada
Council. As things stand at present. in order to succeed you
have to be willing to be crucified.”
Macklem’s pessimism is not assuaged by any great enthusiasm for recent governmental initiatives in the area of
assistance to publishers. He agrees that getting Canadian
books into Canadian schools would help to improve the
situation, but cannot discern that agencies such as the Ontario Learning Materials Development Fund (which is sopposed to be encouraging jest this sort of thing) have had any
impact at all: “The bureaucrats aren’t doing enough, although with their limited power and resources I don’t know
what more they could do.”
While Anne Hardy does not quite play Pollyanna to
Macklem’s Cassandra, she is markedly more optimistic
about the positive benefits of self-help organizations such as
the Independent Publishers’ Association. Unlike such severe critics of the latter as J. Michael Yates (see “So Long
Sono Nis?,” October issue). she has found the IPA “ex-

tremely useful - indeed, I don’t know whem we’d be
without it.” As one example out of many, she cites the
IPA’s effective representation of Canadian publishers at
trade fairs and conferences, which has resulted in substantial orders for Oberon books.
Hardy is also reasonably satisfied with the operation of
the bloc-grant system of distributing funds that’s now used
by the Canada Council and the Ontario Arts Council. She
points out that it seems to favour the smaller publishers “Oberon’s grant is proportionately much larger than
McClelland & Stewart’s or Clarke Irwin’s” - and is certainly an improvement upon the old project-grant method of
separate applications for each proposed book. Still, Anne

‘*The real crisis will come when we have to start
paying for labour in order to meet the growing
demandfor our books.”
Hardy is hardly sanguine about the realities of the publishing business: “The long hours and low pay are redeemed
only by the opportunity to publish books that we believe are
worthwhile, and if we weren’t able to do that I doubt that
we would persevere with Oberon.”
This strong commitment to Oberon also extends to the
Macklems’ 24year-old son Tim. When the Canada Council
decided that recipients of its grants would have to have their
books printed in Canada, Oberon appeared to be in trouble;
most of its titles had been printed in England, and the greater expense of Canadian publication would result in a
significant increase in costs. To the rescue came Tim, who
after an apprenticeship with a Tomnto printer returned to
become the press’s typesetter in a printshop situated in the
family garage. Thii also represented another step io
Oberon’s gradual takeover of the Macklems’ home, where
bedrooms ha\;e been turned into offices and the basement
functions as a capacious but crammed-to-bursting
warehouse.
The ability to meet new challenges while continuing to
issue a steady flow of impressive new titles has given Obe
ran a catalogue that has few equals among its publishing
rivals. A definite orientation towards “experimental”
fiction and ooetrv is temoered bv more traditional work
the latter-tend to-be the critics’ darlings rather &an the
public%. One thing you won’t find on Oberon’s list is the
“non-book,” those quaint collections of miscellaneous
anecdotes and lavishly produced albums of brownie snapshots that are relentlessly flogged at Christmas time wd

and Armament Production
Author of the Bestselling
From Collier Macmillan
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soend the rcsl of the year holding down the remainder
t;blcs.
Fiction. and particularly the short story, has been the
specialty of the house, and the New Canadian Srories
antholoaies (oublished aonuallv since 1971) have drawn au
increasingly “heavyweight cla;‘s of contributors: the 75
edition includes work by Jane Rule, Leo Simpson, and
Joyce Marshall, as well as the usual group of fairly obscure
writers. 75 arrived at reviewers’ desks in tandem with Norman Levine’s &leered Srories, and the contrast between the
two - 75 is somewhat avant-garde, whereas Levine’s
Stories are much more mainstream in conception - was
quite an accurate indication’ of the range of Oberon’s
short-fiction offerings. “The Decline of the Short Story” is
one of those hardy perennials that editors consider on a slow
Thursday in July, but the consistent excellence of such Obe
mn Collections as John Metcalf’s The Teeth of My Forher,
George Bowring’s Flym:cher & Other Stories and’W. D.
Valgardson’s God Is Nor (I Fish Inspector demonstrate that
this judgment would be wildly premature.
It wasn’t until I began writing thii article that I realized
Oberon has also published three of my favourite recent
novels. Hugh Hood’s Tile Swing in fhe Garden, although
perhaps more interesting as social history than as a coherent
fiction, qualifies as a delightful “good read,” and John
Sandman’s Fords Eat Chew and John Mills’s The Ocrober
Men deserve to be equally well:known. Fords Eat Chew is
a picaresque “on the mad” opus that fashions high comedy
from the clash of pmletarian, bourgeois, and counter cultures: and The October Men is quite simply the most amazing example of the literate “thriller” ever produced in
Cinada.
_

Oberon’s poetry titles offer a similar mix of the experimental and the traditional, the familiar and the relatively
unknown. The innovative work of bill bissetl (Medicine My
&4oufh’s On Fire) and bp Nichol (ABC: The Aleph Beth
Book) complemehts the unpretentious but solid verse of
Raymond Souster (Selected Poems and several other titles),

The Oberon imprint is about as close to a bmnd
nanre as there is in Canadian publishing.
just as the efforts of such veterans as David Helwig (The
Best Name of Silence; The Sign of the Gunmon) blend
nicely with those of such comparative newcomers as Lloyd
Abbey (Flies) and Stuart MacKinnon (S&feck). Oberon
has nlso begun to concentrate on publishing ohildren’s
books by Canadian writers, of which Michael Macklem
believes there are far too few. and both Ken Tolmie’s A
Tale of on Egg and Mary Alice Downie’s and Elizabeth
Cleaver’s The Witch of the North bode well for the success
of this venture.
If the above comments sound like a blanket commercial
for Oberon Press, that’s because I’in tremendously impressed by the overall stature of its books. Although I can
come up with the odd exception - I haven’t been able to
share the general enthusiasm for Don Bailey’s novel In rho
Belly of the Whole -the Oberon imprint is about as close
to a brand name as rhere is in Canadian pt!blishing. It hasn’t
yet managed fo do anything about Lampmao’s “damned
snowstorms,” bul it has taken the chill off our literary
climate with a warm Eastern chinook that blows just about
everybody good. 0
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AND #?dUWE HIS HEART
Grove may have come Iike d shadow but thanks
to key6 schdarship hedidn’t so depart

The Letters of Frederttk Phttip Grove, edited by
Desmond Pacey, U of T Press, Illustrated, 584 pages,
$25 cloth.
By RICHARD LANDON
THUS UZLL-PRODVCED, if slightly daunting, volume is a
monument to the industrious scholarship, critical acumen
and literary taste of the late Dcsmond Pacey, who died after
his editorial tasks were completed but before publibation.
He had pursued the study of Grove and his work for mdm
than 30 years - maidtaining, in the face of some opposition. that Grove was a major writer of English literature.
His Frederick Philip Grove (1945) was, and remains still,
the standard critical work. Pacey had the advantage of having known Grove personally during the last years of the
author’s life and had assembled, over a period of many
years, 514 letters written by Grove between 1913 and his
death in 1948.
The first date is signitictit because, until very recently,
nothing certain was known of Grove’s life before he settled
as a school teacher in Manitoba in 1912. Professor Douglas
Spettigue, however. has established, in Paeey’s words.
“beyond a xwsonable doubt,” that Frederick Philip Grove
of Wiikler, Man. was. before 1910, Felix Patti Greve of
Germany. That he was able to disappear successfully from
one life, reappear in a totally different guise on a diffemnt
continent, and become a famous writer has rendered Grove,
as a person, an object of considerable fascination, quite
apart from his writing. Speculation, and certain contmversial aspects of this collection of letters, are further compounded by Grove having written his autobiography (In
Search of Myself; 1946), a book now often found on the

§peculatiom, aud certain conbovei-sial aspects of
this collection of letters, are further cornpounded by Grove having written his autobiography . . . a book now oflen found on the
“‘Fiction” shelves of book shops.
“Fiction” shelves of book shops. Grove invented for himself an aristocmtic background in Sweden with an AngleSwedish father and a Scottish mother. friendships with
Mallam& Gide, and Stefan George. and an early life spent
travelling through Europe, the Far East, Africa, and
America. Felii Paul Greve, 15 of whose letters are ap
pended to the present collection, was arrested for fraud in
Bonn in 1903 and spent several months in jail. This pmsumably was the principal motive for the abandonment of
his career as a writer and his country. Greve had actually
published a considerable number of books, including tramlations of Wilde, Swift, Wells, and Browning.
The editor maintains, however, that the obvious discrepancies between what Grove wrote about himself and the
murky circumstances of his real early life do not invalidate
In Search of Myself as an accurate source of information.
8 Books in Canada. March, 1970

Paeey was, of course. primarily concerned with Grove’s
Canadian career and hi own record of it. One might hope
that the later letters would illuminate or explain events of
the earlier period. but that is not the case. Grove mute
guardedly even to his wife.
Thii collection, however, does pmvide an interesting and
accurate view of Grove as a personality, a not very anractive one at that. Even Pacey admits that Gmve could be
arrogant, snobbish, rude, egotistical. and self-seeking. He

_

He did not possess a.ny apparent sense of
humour and the pervasive feeling of tie whole
collection is one of&k loneliness, fi-ustmhOn,
and despair. _
is particularly so in his letters to publishers. The letters to
his wife am. however, gentle and compassionate - although not very passionate. To his good friends, such as
Watson Kirkconnell, he writes well of .books and other
writers, often with percipient commentary and occasionally
with wit. He did not possess any apparent sense of humour
and the pervasive feeling of the whole collection is one of
dark loneliness, frustration, and despair. Hi books did not
sell particularly well and he was oRen in poor health. The
high point of his career was certainly the lecture tours he
made in 1928 and 1929 when he became established as a
great celebrity. The letters from thii pexiod provide a fascinating account of a forgotten facet’ of Canadian society,
the provision of cultun to the masses through the touring
lcctumr who would discourse on topies ranging from the
interpretation of Homeric poetry to the gold standard.
Grove stems to have been a suczessfid lecturer; at least
significant numbers of people turned out to hear him and
according to him, went away entertained and elevated. In
Peterborough in the middle of Marrh. 1928, some 200 people packed the hall and “everybody from the tirst word to
the last, sat still as a mouse, except when they were applauding.” He does not reveal the subject of this lecture and
indeed, does not often discuss what he was actually talking
about. His audiences were not always “wonderful.” In
Wolseley, Sask.. only 15 people appeared, among whom,
according to Grove, were two male infants, two female
flappers, three “sheiks, ” “four beef-eaters,” and four old
ladies “come out of cold storage.” His applause consisted
of “three distinct claps.” ‘In one place he is “travelling in
the wake of that vermin Wilson Macdonald who peddles his
own wams. When he enters a town, he brings mmkfuls of
his books along. When he has spoken, he displays them and
rakes in the shekels.”
Lecturing was an arduous business entailing a tight
schedule and gnat distances. On his first tour Grove began
on Feb. 27 in Portage La Pmiie, moved east thmugh Keewatin, Fort William, Porn Arthur, Sudbury, Ottawa,
Smith’s Falls, Bellevtlle, Bowmanville. Port Hope, Peterborough. Trenton, Tomato, Hamilton, Wingham, Kitchener, London, Stratford, Guelph, and finally back to Wmnipeg and Rapid City on April 17, where his health bmke

’
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down. In September he was off again via Moosomin,
Wolseley. Regina. Moose Jaw, Shannavon, Govenlock,
Lethbridge, Calgary, Gleichen, Dmmheller. Rockyford.
Banff, Revelstoke. Kamloops, Vancouver, and Victoria.

bt Canada, lived in exile from the realm of literature. . . .I’
There are a few further references to the book’s composition

%¶JJ personal frag& Iuas been that I have,
throughorcf the fortyfour years of my life in
Canada, lived in exile from the reabn of
literature. . . .”

tive of and commentary on Grove’s Canadian life. Them are
many gaps in the correspondence. From July 11,1914, just
before Grove got married, until Jan. 29, 1923, no letters
survive. The 1923 letter is an odd reply to a doctor who had
written to Gmve commenting on a passage in Over Pmirie
Tmik, and we then skip to 1925. Thus then is practically
no information about either Over Prairie TmiLp (1922) or
The Turn qf The Year (1923). The period 1928 to 1930 is

I-k returned through Jasper, Edmonton, FYince Albert, and
Saskatoon, arriving home in the middle of November.

There is a good deal of valuable information in this volume concerning Grove’s books and the circumstances of
their composition and publiiation. Consider Her Ways,
published in 1947, he first mentions in 1927 as having been
in the works for 20 years. The original draft was apparently
finished in 1920 but Grove continued to “nibble at it” for
the next 20 years. He was intimately involved in the operations of the cotious and ill-fated Graphic Publishers of Ottawa, who published his A Searchfor America in 1927. He
left Rapid City, Man., in 1929 to work for the Graphic
Publishets and left only when the fum failed financially. In
Search of MyxK the controversial autobiography, is tirst
mentioned in 1936 in a letter to Lome Pierce in the sort of
terms Gmve oRen employed with publishers: “But one day
I wish to write the tragedy of a Canadian writer; the tragedy
of the man who has somethmg to say and tries to say it but
cannot do so for sheer poverty. My personal tragedy has
been that I have, throughout the forty-four years of my life

but it seems not to have required “nibbling” and was submitted first to Pierce at Ryerson Press and ultimately to.
Macmillan. who oublished it.

day
wife while he was on the lecture c&it and
often to friends he had recently ma&. From then until the
end of his life, a more or less continuous comspondence
has survived.
Thii is the first scholarly edition of thcletters of a Canadian writer to be published. It has been handled with care
and intelligence. The letters am thoroughly annotated and
set forth in a readable way that preserves Grove’s idiosyncratic manner o[writing. One of the editor’s great problems
was tracing the tdentity of obscure people Grove met casually and mentioned in passing. He has succeeded beyond
any reasonable expectation.
This work clearly demonstrates the value of “collected
letters” of literary personages. Much is revealed about a
confusing and conflicting personality and his work and,
incidentally, about the state of Candian literature and the
society of hi time. 0
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Home is

the haunter

The Lost salt GiB of Blood, by
All&sir MacLeod, McClelland %
Stewart, 192 pages, $8.95 cloth.
By MICHAEL SMITH
X)UETHINO THAT’S shared by our best
short-story writers (Clarke Blaise and
Alice Munm, to name two) is a deep
sense of the inherited and geographi
past that forms their characters. Margaret Laurence has also written of “a
collective cultural memory” that her
characters may trace through several
generations to a much longer legendary
past. In short, they appeal to a son of
rerunzing that is essential, I think, to
these stories by Alistair MacLeod.
All of MacLeod’s stories hark to the
past, and in several a return to old mots
is a central theme. Even in “The Vastness of the Dark,” a young man recognizes so much of hi heritage while
leaving home that a contrary sense of
returning is the inevitable result. Most
often, this heritage is the dii-poor viilage life of Cape Breton, a fatal past
where horses go blind from working in
the mines and members of the family
commonly die from cave-ins, black
lung. or drink. For MacLeod it’s also a
mythical, occasionally nostalgh: past
sod a place of dizzying beauty.
In “The Lost Salt Gift of Blood,”
for instance. a young man returns to a
Newfoundland outport where he stays
with thegrandparents of his illegitimate
son and bears how the mother of the
little boy died. In “The Road to
Rankin’s Point” another young man
returns to his grandmother’s scruf@
farm to face his own fatal illness partly
by recalling the bizarre early death of
his grandfather. ti “The Return” a
IO-year-old boy first discovers his Cape
Breton forebears in a visit with hi
island-born father and his Montrealbred mother. “Once you start it takes a
hold of you,” a character in “The
Vastness of the Dark” savs. “Once
always come iack to dri.i( some
more.”
In a way that’s reminiscent of Laorence. MacLeod sometimes blends this
life of the past with folk lore, as when in
“The Road to Rankin’s Point” the fact
of dying is bound to the grandmother’s
axthritic fiddling of “MacCrimmon’s

Lament.” The grandfather had written
on a rafter high in the ban: “We are the
children of our own despair, of Skye
and Rum and Barn and Tie.” In
“The Boat” the narrator’s father sings
so&s of “spattemd Highland ancestors” for Ametican tourists equipped
with tape recorders. In the title story
MacLeod writes of outport superstition
and the “bright young graduate students” iome collecting the songs he
transcribes.
Like Laurence, MacLeod always
knows hi place among the generations. He has a shrewd feeling for relations inside the home. His men though scamd, often brutally. by their
work - tend to be the nostalgic ones.
impulsive (lie the father iti “In the
Fall”) and capable of tears. The
women are stmng. oRen sobering and
sometimes sharply critical, though
neither partner dominates enough to
subvert their bond. Lie Ernest Beckler, MacLeod draws a fine ambivalence
between fathers and their sons in such
stories as “In the Fall,” “The Boat,”
“The Vastness ofthe Dark,” and “The
Return.”
In “The Boat,” for instance, the
Father is something of a dreamer,
though he seldom sleeps. When he’s
not fishing he lies on top of hi rumpled
bed reading and smoking amid a rubble
of discarded books and clothes. The
mother. 14 years his jutiior, is a
fisherman’s daughter. bred to -hard
work. Each of their daughters loses interest in chores and turns to the father’s

books. Each eventually works for an
American restaurant (not “our people”), marries and moves away. When
the father becomes both old and sick it
fallstothenarrator-theonlyson-to
choose between fishing and school.
He’s writing now from the vantage of a
Midwestern university, after what was
evidently his second choice. It’s been
IO years since he glanced over his
shoulder and realized hi father bad
been swept from their boat.
The personal depth of such stories is
underlined, I think, by the lint-person
narrative that MacLeod uses in all but
one. Most an-z written from the point of
view ofyouth, andsix oftheseven (I’m
including the Newfoundland story) are
unifiedby hi vivid sense of place. The
exception-written in the third person
and set in the U.S. Midwest-is “The
Golden Gift of Grey,” a story about a
high school boy who stays out all night
to shoot pool, rather pretentiously titled
and weak by comparison with the
others.
MacLeod sometimes tends to lavish
descriptive details up to the point that
some things seem too brilliant ever
really to be hue. At times for me this
almost became as boring as a list. We
always learn the colotu of everybody’s
eyes and hair, the sizeof hands and how
many lingers they lack. We know the
furnishings of every room. He writes
about “violent lightning” : but what
other kind can there be? Fewer, mom
suggestive details might have suited me
better, though I can’t accuse him of
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being just fancy or picturesque. On the
contrary, I have to admit that any complaint I can raise is only a quibble from
a jealous admirer. 0

Defective
story
Close Doesu’t Count, by John
Craig, MscmIlIan, 176 pages, $9.95
cloth.
ByPHIL SIJRGUY
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hvld Williams

‘. . . its grace lies in its deeply felt rerorkb~g of a coRma myth. . . a my
I
irorthy fit novel.”
Dennis Duffy,
Globe & Mail
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W E’ LL KNOW boll sure that the Canadian publishing industry is in a
genuinely healrhy state when it is able
to present us with a substanrial body of
popular fiction. That is, books intended
to be bought and read for recreational
reasons, rather than because they are
instrucdve or they offer an opportunity
to prove one’s loyahy to the country.
John Craig is one of the few authors
currently producing this kind of fiction,
and it is sad to report that he is already
behaving like an English book-a-year
man who feels he can crank out nearly
anything and expect it to sell.
In this, Craig’s fifth novel, Joe Belmont, a Toronto detective and his partner, Lieutenant Frank Fenton, go to an
abandoned warehouse one night to cap
lure a hoodlum they’ve been looking
for. Joe covets fhe rear and Frank gOeS
in the from. After a while, Belmont
begins 10 worry abour his partneiand he
creeps inrd the warehouse. He is shot
and rhe book abruptly jumps six months
forward in time.
Belmont now is recuperating from
his wound in a cabin near Ihe remote
Ontario resort community where Fenion grew up. He is having a pleasant
time, but he’s cmious about the hostility he sens.es in some of the townspeople. He investigates and learns that.
nearly 30 years ago. Fenton’s girlfriend
was abducted a1 gunpoint from his car
while they were parked in the local lovers’ lane. The girl was never found, the
abductor was never caught, and Ihe
communhy’s outrage came to be focussed on Fenton and anyone who
might be his friend.
Of course, Belmont determines to
solve the mystery and he more or less
does, after’ a long excursion down a
blind alley and several attempts on his
life. A careful reader will spar the bnportant clues and figun out rhe identity
of the killer quite easily. Indeed, the
reader is almost always several jumps

ahead of Joe Belmont, but not because
the author intended him to be.
The basic trouble with the book is
that Cmii has not bothered to construct
the carefully detailed, realistic human
and physical background that is ’
perhaps more necessary fdr the success
of a thriller than it is for any other genre
of fiction. He is even ignorant of simple
police procedures, including the fact
that there is no such rank as lieutenant
in the Metro Tomnto Police. And.
worse, he has failed to do anything with
fhe relationship between Belmont and
Fenton, which should have been fhe
core of his story. AU of Lhc characters
am cridcally undeveloped, and the clottcr of information that is brought in at
the end only serves to point out the
hollowness of what pmceded it. In
short, the author has only gone through
fhe barest motions of writing a thriller.
0

B rain
strain
The Kramer Project, by Robert A.
Smith, Doubleday, 250 pages, $7.95
cloth.
By AVNA LAYTON
never die; they don’t
even fade away. The timbhonoomd
formula of “boy meets girl, boy loses
girl” that has had an inlinite number of
changes rung on it, raises its hoary head
again in Robert A. Smith’s sci-fi novel.
The Kramer Project. Hat it emerges
as “boy meets computer, boy loves
computer, boy freaks out over computer,” with the kinky addition of “boy
becomes cornpurer.”
Time is the pmeot. It is the beginning of summer and somewhem in Toronto Dr. Reward Kramer with his
crack team of technicians is slaving
over a hot computer. Seenis he has discovered a semm that, when injected .
into a chimp called Jerry, enormously
increases his brain capacity. Jerry’s
alrer ego is a complex computer tbaf
can identify his brainwaves and translate them into words and actions. The
Kramer project is, unfortunately. running out of funds; in fact, it can stay in
operadon only a matter of days. what is
the response From Ottawa to a last-ditch
plea for a government subsidy? In the
imirlortal words of the senator addrcssing the Science Policy Committee:
“I%. canvassed some of the besr minds
of the country on the subject-and the
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consensus is that nothing can be done to
improve the brain at this time.” Well,
that’s Canada for you.
Meanwhile, back in Kiev, .&se
Russky rats are going all-out to improve the brain. Seems they’ve also
discovered a brain-expanding serum,
but they have progressed to hying it out
on a human being and linking him up
directly to a computer that can extend
his mental capacities to such a degree
that the entire American defence system can be rendered imporent. Dolly in
on Washington where the good old
U.S. of A. gers wind of these startling
developments.. Panic. No ON there is
doiig any similar march. But hold on
a second. What about that guy Kramer
up them in that always-a-bridesmaid.
never-a-bride country? What’s it called
again? Oh yes . . Canada. “Get hold.
of Kramer.” the brass commands.
“Push him hard! Don’t St off his ass
until he makes us number one.” So,
with moral scruples overcome,
Kramer’s project moves under the suspect but well-feathered wing of the
American Defence Department and the
race, my friends, is on.
Not a single cliche does the author
spare us from the whole panoply of
sci-fi clich&s: rhe lightning moves from
one scene of operations to another
(“Smolensk August I Ith 1800 hours
EST”; “Colorado Springs July 23rd
1700 hours”); the breathless pieces of
information (“It’s unbelievable we’re dealing with an entirely new
species.. . “). The Americans say such
American things as, “If we don’t move
now. the Russians will take over the
whole goddamn ballgame”; the RUSsians say such Russian things as, “Put
me through to the Kremlin”; the Canadians don? say anything much. Such
staggering quantities of cigarettes are
smoked and coffee drunk that it’s a
wonder neither side succumbs to lung
cancer or the shakes. Somebody’s obviously told the author 10 delineate his
characters in bold, clear strokes with
the result that, with little or no regard
for race. colour, or creed, they all possess “bushy gny eyebmws,“.“~thered faces,” and “shrewd, calculadng
eyes” (that is when they don’t have
“large, bulging” ones). They’re either
“lean and disciplined” or “thin and
harried-looking” or “short and
pluinp.” And they are, all of them,
disconcertingly prone to giving “quick
smiles” or makinpr “sham. barking
laughs.‘! For the &eful m&r, th&
are small rewarding gems of unconscious humour to be found. One example: “Petermn is a worried man. He’s
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never presided over an international
crisis before and it’s upsetting him.”
Thereare a few moments of pity and
terror, though- the genuinely moving
scenes when we are shown the lncreasing loneliness and alienation of the two
human’ guinea-pigs, Mendov and
Goodman, who, since their injections,
e n o u g h o f t h e I-wonder-whathappens-next tehsion to keep the
lingers flicking the pages. I must admit,
however. that when at the end rhe computer called Anna triumphs, the
thought flashed tbmugh my mind that
maybe the whole thiig was a devilishly
subtle allegory on Women’s Lib and I’d
been missing the QOint all along. 0.

Fed for
thought
Death to the Donnellys, by Orlo
Miller, Macmillan, 256 pages, $9.95

cloth.
By GODFREY P. JORDAN
UA~SOLVED MYSTER~~ have agreat public fascination and appear to be quite
popular ar present. The best are resolved in the turmoil of apcculation (a
president resigns) or rhe cloak-anddagger intrigue of greater forces at
work (FBI-CIA inquiry). Certain cases
will remain open-en&d forever; others
require intensive research and history
in retrospect for a clear determination
of eveIlLs.

For Ihe most part, Canadian history
is a series of straightfonvard accounts.
onpossessed of plofs and conspiracies.
It originates in a known, pinpointed
area. Margaret Mead explains: “Our
history is truncated: it starts when
somebody gets off the boat.” Therefore it is not surprising thar sn OECW
re.nce such as the Donnelly massacre is
given a peculiar sidelight from our
main-stream history records. It is regarded as the bloody climax to a longstanding, imported Irish feud that
claimed many aher victims in earlier
piolieer times.
Orlo Miller’s latest novel, Death to
rhe Dottncllys, attempts 10 recount the
family’s last months before their
slaughler and the futility of ~hc resulting prosecution. This is his second
book on the case, his first being a
npn-fiction account of the evems. Pub-

f+JmanSc, action-packed and highly
topical, The Bulls of Ronda weaves
le saga of an unworldly young CanaIan writer who becomes entangled in
he political tensions of contemporary
Spain. Caught between hisfeelngs for two strong women, he moves
irreversibly toward the center of a
laequeseparatlste plot Involving terrcrism. kidnapping and mu&r.
$8.95 cloth
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lished in 1962, The Dotwdys Must
Die presentee a sympathetic view of
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the family as victims, defying their
popular conception as arch-villains.
At the core of this novel are the facts
as ln history: just after midnight on Feb.
4, 1880, five members of one family
were murdered in their homes “ear
Lucan, Out. (nonh of London) by a
group of 40 me”. Two survivors of the
night attack identified six of the
murderers. After a” intensive police
irivesligation these six were brought Lo
trial. But the jury, frightened of a similar fate, could not agree. At a second
trial more than a year after the crimes, a
second jury,murned a directed verdict
of not guilty. Later more concrete
evidence appeared implicating a
member of the clergy; but the Crown
feared reprisals, civil and political, and
decided not to ploceed with the case.
Miller has approached his subject
with a real vengeance. “It’s quite
apparent in this book: here for once,
doing a novel, I can let my bias show
unashamed!” To the point of overpowering us’, we are reminded again
and again of details pertaining to the
supposed origin of the feud in Ireland.
This root of evil is said to lie in the
secret sociedes of the auld sod, pitting
Protestant against Catholic. Not in the
present. mind you, but in the 18th
ce”~ury.
The reader should become aware of
this situation after several recountings
early in the novel. But one must
patiently wait for it to be explained to
reporlers. lawyers, and amazingly, to
some of the residents of the
community. (Seeing barns and ho&es
set on fir& with re&uity, one would
imagine that these neighbours would all
be aware of the problem.)
The’ characters of Ihe book move
within an overwhelmingly morbid and
doomed setting. Mainly because of the
novel’s restricted time frame, they
functipn only to bring on the inevitability of fate.
Will Donnelly, one of the intended
victims, worksearnestly at bringing the
guilty to trial. When he senses the
counter-forces at work, Will pmclaims:
“The Irish have had a belly’fil of English law but have seen damned little of
English justice!” Realizing that the
Catholic Church and provincial
government together agree not to pmteed and prosecute. Will languishes in
misery and withdraws, broken with
despair.
The tragic figure of Father Connolly
emerges as a frustrated and psychotic
man, reinforced by alcohol. Miller

leaves no doubt as to the priest’s involvement and describes his rectory as
having “a dim religious smell of “armw sanctity and old boiled cabbage.”
Among the murderous vigilante
committee, we ~JX introduced to several Judas-types. We are told that these
form& friends are Ihe most vehement
of enemies but their betrayal is nof
penetrated. So much is simply stated as
fact that it is confusing to recognize
their initial motivations.
As a story of post-Confederation life
in a growing, brawling township,
Death ro rke Donnellys highlights early
immigrants and the struggle to sustain a

This root of evil is said to lie in
the secret societies of the auld
sod, pitting Protestant against
Catholic. Not in the present,
mind you, but in the 18th
century.
new life. But the unresolved turmoil
from overseas permeates all the rural
relationships, keeping US conscious of
that past. Miller pursues. recounting
how history was determined even before the boats arrived.
The book is .a fast-moving accounf
heavy on the foreshadowing and systematic in structure. This is Owing to
the novel’s treatment-cum-scenario
presentation. Miller admits to having
constructed the material in this manner,
partly out of frustration at seeing
numerous attempts fail to adapt his first
bopk Lo the screen. The film rights for
that were sold long ago but have not
been acted on. Miller has bee”
pmmpled to recount his rale dramatically and subsequently call for new
tenders.
The Donnelly saga has bee” under
research by Or10 Miller for nearly 40
years. His immersion and conclusions
present a reader with a” interesting
novel of historical conjecture. It works,
thanks in part to the speed and brevity
Of the book but also because of his
“crusade for the truth.”
The traditional view of the family as
“mad dogs who deserved to be slaughtered” was encouraged by Thomas
Kelky’s The Black Donnellys, a pulp
novel that has sold nearly one million
copiesaround the world. “When1 seea
story as damn pat as that, 1 want to find
out, as a newspaperman,” said Miller.
Yet many people have regarded that
book as the truth of the matter. Not
many were willing to question Ihe pa-
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radox - seemingly the only occasion
in Canadian history where the victims
of the tragedy ha- become the villains
of the piece and the murderers regarded
as heroes.
Miller’s first book on the matter set
Offa” explosion of interest, resulting in
musicals, radio plays, magazine articles. and the stage productions of
James Reaney’s trilogy of the saga,
which recently completed a successful
c0ast-r0-C0aSt tour.
Gradually. through this recent dissemination. the Donnelly reputation is
being cleansed afier generations of
harred and lies. “I’m happy to say that I
am seeing Xhe beginning of a complete
reversal. Now if I’ve succeeded on this,
‘I shall go 10 my grave delighted - not
specifically because the Donnellys
have bee” vindicated, but because it
will be one of the few casts in history
where the popular verdict has been re;
versed. I’d love lo see that happen.”
Miller may succeed in bringing that
about. But he has not produced a great
novel. Nor was that his intention. He
wanted 10 make his points as simply as
possible and has used Ihe r&able ele
ments of story-telling to entertain and
educate. 0
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Dalsheor
didn’t she?
Belinda: or The Rivals, by A.S.H.
(probably Abraham S. Holmes),
Anansi, 122 pages, $2.95 paper.
By DAVILi COTTER
THE COVER says it all. It’s set in shocking pink with a marshmallow-soft,
porn-tinted doodle of a bovine beauty
in bed, plume in hair, kitty bow abour
neck, left hand resting on one mund
and wonderfully half-naked breast,
right hand holding a pink rose. The
Canadian Coquette.
published in 1843, Eelin& is of historical interest as one of Canada’s first
novels. Its importance may go beyond
that, though not in the Sense SUggeSted
by Anansi. The jacket blurb bills it as a
picaresque tale of a wayward coquette
who “flirts and sibs her way along a
trail of broken hearts, ruining the local’
me” with cheertul hypocrisy.” Supposedly the book disappeared from
print because the good people of

JicxJR PCIR smDGoao
James L&net & Co. has four brand IXW titles for ‘76

I

the New Tory Leader and
How He Got There
g&ted by Robert ChodoS aUo
Rae MUrphY
The fist political biogap>Y of
C,&$S potential next pnme
GUistcr, and a lively aCCOU9f of
the Tory leaderShip ConVentlOU
that put him there. fllUSt=ted by

Sin@’ About US

Edited by Bob Davis
*bright new collection of sow
SboUt Canadi by some of OUL‘
&St ,ingu_compoS=S. from
l&&m Lightfoot to stomp’
.To,,,, Stevedore Steve to Rlta
MacNdl.
&,rj, $5.95 paper / 519.00 dab
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1 The City Book
acted bv James Lorimer and
,“,.. _--__

I,

28 case stud& of the FobI=“+

planning and politics of CarudlaU
cities.
’ Eilarch $4.95 paper / 512.00 cloth
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Billion D&W Baby: hP=u
and the 1976 OlympiCS
By Nick Auf der IkMU
TN whole story of Mayor J.==”
mapcau’s Olympic ventwe that

cxp,eb,S the billion-dollar finan&I dbaSt.T unfolding in Mont-~.

April $3.95 paper / 519.00 cloth
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Chatham were scandalized by the
author’s caricatures of them. Hard to
imagine that. At best the characters are
thinly drawn, half-realized types. hnpossible to imagine anyone being
shocked by the tliiting and sinnings.
Truthfully. the biggest shock for ine
was leaming a1 the end that Belinda was
pregnant. I couldn’t quite picture where
it had happe”e.d, the style is that spoofy
and coy. Feeling left out, I flipped back
and forth lookimg for some clue:

Them? Is that the magic spot? A little
later the narrator does wax bolder and
admits to pulling the curtain for fear of
spoiling his tale. But still. her deathbed confession clearly states that from
the word go, from the first chapter.
Belinda was getting it on! I felt cheated. The introduction had me prepared
for Belinda’s “cheerful sexuality” and
a” outrageous spoof of the sentimental
novel of seduction. The general impression I got - if she really did get
laid - was that in her simple cheery
mind, sex was the price of flirtation.
The second time around, blurb and
intmductio” out of mind, the book was
less disappointing. To be sure, the style
- spoofishly solemn-tends fo wear
out its welcome. The comic encounters
are too predictable and the twist (the
heroine as seducer) has lost its novelty:
Why bother then? Because the betler, or luckier, spoofs have life and
humour of their own, apan from what
they parody. And in this case, because
the author’s vision was deeper and
tier than the blurb suggests. What he
set down with the limited skill he pasaessed tells us something about where
we are now.
Throughout rhe novel the rational.
orderly. temperate ideal worshipped by
the narrator is at the mercy of the slap
stick plot invented by rhe author. In the
most heated of arguments Belinda’s rivals exhti each olher: “Be careful that

.I~
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you assert nothing which you are no1
a reasonable selection of children’s
prepared to substantiate.” She joins in
books explaining its environment. its
wildlife, and its differing national lifethe dance with relish, tripping on her
styles. Little effori has been made to
two feet while rationalizing the chaos
rejuvenate classics from the past in new
she makes. Theodore, the poor dunce
editions with fresh illustrations.
who marries the pregnant Belinda, rcaAnd now we have a company calling
sons while she is dying: “A virtuous
itself “The Canadian Publish& bringwoman is a crown to her man; but ‘udeasy lies the head that wears a crown’; ing into Canada under its imprint a
best-selling Australian book about, of
my head lies uneasy - ergo, I wear a
all things, an Australian bird called the
crown; but that cmwn is Belinda kookaburra. Canadian children know
ergo,
she
is
a
virtuous
woman.”
_.
_.
The namtor joins in the confusion, ’ little or nothing about the grosbeaks.
the loons, or e&n the blue jays they see
lamenting that his true account is not a
every day. So why kookaburras?.
novel, ac orderly affair. He is the voice
Aviva Lny~on, author of How tire
of reason, solemnly asserting the most
Kookabima Got His Laugh, is an exlunatic goings-on in a sometimes depatriate Australian living in Canada.
liiiously gossipy way. As her victims
reason themselves in and out of suicide She has had several books for children
published by Angus & Robertson in
in a single breath, Belinda wavers bc
Austmlii. although this is the first to
twen the pleasure of the game, being
all things. to all men, and the urge to he appear in Canada. The book is a disap
pointment. It has pretty, four-colour
oneself to one man. Still undecided,
pictures by another Australian, Robert
she has her mind made up for her by
Smith, who most sorely know that the
convention at the end.
Australian countryside is seldom the
Her confession, “delivered in the
most thrilling accents,” could not be emerald gmen he chose for most of his
blacker in its mock sanctimony. She settings. Wheo she tries, the author
sounds the gospel note and plays the gives US beautiful colour snapshots of
the Australian scene. For instance: “A
scene as all want it, seducing evm in
soft golden haze seemed to be floating
death by reflection. The tears are copiover everything.” And: “As the
ous, “as if some pauiot here had fallbranch swayed beneath his weight, soft
en.‘* She goes to the grave with the last
laugh, sending her righteous destroyers
home thinking that beeause of them she
. . .
died a better women. Perhaps a patriot
hem did fall. Even 130 years ago the
note was being so.onded: martyrs
wanted full-time; no rogues need
apply. 0
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puffs of golden-yellow pollen rose
gently into the air.”
The kookaburra is a drab, bmwn bird
with a laugh that sounds more derisive
than good-humoumd. Unhappy with his
lot, he Icaves the Garden of Eden in
* search,of a new home and, like millions
of other emigrants, ends up in Australia. There seems to be little or no allegory in his search for a new beginning in
a place where he will be accepted for
his fine intelligence because he lacks
the physical beauty of his other, finer,
feathurd friends. But there is much
irony. Australia is renowned for its
anti-intellectualism. Eventually the
kookaburra wins acceptance from the
other animals, but not on his own
terms. He wins it because he makes
everyone join in his crazy laugh, an
allergic reaction to the pollen from the
yellow wattle trees.
It is entirely reasonable to expect
something better from Aviva Layton.
She is tn intelligent, forthright, and
gutsy woman. Once, when her small
son had been teased by his classmates
she marched into a Toronto school to
conduct classes in Hebrew cultuie. The
book might have been worthwhile if its
kookaburra had been less pompous,
more likeable, or if it’had included any
real information. 0

Coming in April . . . a fascinating
look at Canada’s sporting heritage . . .

Aussie bird
ws the wham
How the Kookaburra Got His
Laugh, by Aviva Layton, McClelland Br Stewart, unpaglnated, $4.95
cloth.
By MARY LAWSON
BOO= FOR children don’t have to be
undying literature. Kids love crazy
word combinations, homoor, a good
story. They will even accept a moraliitic plot, if it’s not preachy. Small chiidreo. above all. love stories tilled with
fantasy and fun.
In Canada they have been shortchanged by, their authors and poblishers. This most be the last major nation lo the world that has not developed

IMAGES OF
SPORT IN.
EARLY
CANADA
IMAGES DU
SPORT DANS,
LE CANADA
a D’AUTRCFOIS
Compiled by Nancy J. Dunbar
Introduction by Hugh MacLennan
Publication .datd 2nd April 1976
46 full colourid 80 black and white plates
$14.95 (hardcover) $7.50 (softcover)
McGill-Queen’s University Press
1020 Pine Avenue West, Montreal, Quebec H3A li2
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Chip, nyts,
and ‘walers

The Stone Hammer Poems, by
Robert Kmetsch, Oolichaa Books
(Malaspina College, Nanaimo,
B.C.), 63 pages, $3.95 paper.
Pocket Pool, by Davtd Berry,
Peppermint Press (284 Stibbard
Ave., Tomato). onpaginated, $5
paper.
Some Breath, by Linda’Rogers,
Fiddlehead Poetry Books. 84 pages,
$4 paper.
By LEN GASPARINI
AI.~HIJ~~~ iwxw primarily as a
novelist of such vigorous works as The
S&horse Man and The Words of My
Ronrim. Robert Kroelscb has been
%&&&mping out poems for the past
15 years, and’ his first collection. The
SroL Hammer Poems, contains all
those bc wishes to preserve.
k’s been said of Kmetsch that his
preoccupation with the riced fo “uninvent he old mythologies and invent or
create a new mythology that is central
10 his F’mirie locale, is a revolutionary
acLCt that is key fo the rcvelalory process
found in all his writings.” This is true
in mm, but it gives fhe reader a certain
preconception upon approaching
Kroetsch’s poetry. However. this
should not blur the fact of its more
prominent aspects: its strength of line
and effective use of dramatic detail; and
its wise disregard for the fuzziness of
abstraction and randomly herded images. Kmetsch’s poetic insrincr is right
on rarge; he peers through the eye of
his own imagination.
A good section of fhir volume is devoted to paraphrases of Blackfoot Indian legends in “Old Man Stories.”
These pmsc bits arc extremely droll and
indicative of the idolatrous tradition of
a culuuc much older than OUTS. The
other poems bear out Kroetsch’s
mythopoeic propensities. His long tide
poem is a superb example of the fusion
of metaphor and self-knowledge:
Thepoem

I, rlle ,,om
chlppd and hammered
lmdl b b dzapd
like Ihe rmna
hammer. . . .

Kroersch is equally adept with the
iyrlc in evoking the subtle rhythms of
mood and place. “Wincer Birds,”
18 Books in

“Spring Harvest,” and “Ocrober
Light” move beyond the limits of impressionism to embrace the more solid
footing of the symbolic. His keen sense
of the elegiac ranges over several
poems, of which “Meditation on Tom
Thomson” is the best:
I bow your bent ms and I low your Ice
in spin8 candled lnro in green rot
Mdllovrrhel~yywdrn~~allaf~e
with your canoe mdmwnotevm km’118
the rime ofday mdrhe8mve m?rrery
O~ycw8eniur.
.

Kmctsch lends 10 be verbose in many of
his poems, but this is probably a habit
acquired From writing prose fiction.
Nevertheless, The Srons Hanmer
Poems pmves that he is a poet of exceptional talent.
David Beny’s Pocket Pool is a lively
colIcction of satirical and irreverent
verse (“Thirteen Ways of Looking at a
Giant Condor”), and oriental parables
whose titles all begin with the syllable
“con: Is there perhaps a conundrum
in this? I don’t know - but I like my
chicken fried right.
Pocket Pool is the ideal gift book for
disgruntled subway riders bored with
their jobs, their lives, and tbe.dally
headlines of crime and inflation. I’m
not being facetious, nor do I want m
convey a f?ivoious impression that belies the serious nature of Berry’s
poetry. Ir is orchestrated with a’pmfound awareness of life’s little anomalies, and the comic mask that Berry
chooses to confmnl lhii t?liSc cn 8ccnC
with is a reflccdon of the human comedy inelf. In other words, even the
most solemn can be made 10 look silly.
Nothing is sacred m the satirist. In
“Judas Iscariot Discovers the Universal Joke” he says:

Them arc many other poems tbar strip
dogma and the Establishment of its absmdi?y; some arc slick, but most of
them, like Mouut in the tide poem, go
straight for the nuts. Berry’s Pocket
Pool is a bole in one.
Some Breath is Linda Rogers’ third
book of poems. Ir is also tide number
181 in Fred Cogswell’s indefatigable
Fiddlehead Poeby Books series.
The poems in this volume am short. I
don’t lhiik any of them exceed 14
lines. They are composed like delicate
cameos of seasonal imagery, wisps of

haiku-like lyricism, and sighs of emotion. Somehow fhey seem incomplere.
lacking in perspective. The only notable features I can see in them are the
exclamations in the face of, and in
praise of, ac@iity, what is seen, and
what is immediately there. Aside from
that. it’s like breath on glass. 0

East arid west,

dead and dhve

The Cope Breton Book of the
Dead, hy Doe Domanski, Anaosi, 59
pogcs, $7.95 cloth and $3.95 leper.
Skookam Wawa: Writings of the
Canadian Northwest, edited by Gary
Geddes, Oxford, 336 pages, $6.50
pap=.
By PIER GIORGIO DI CICCO
FOR ONCE

TH6 jacket blurb comes close
to being right. Don Domanski, is a
bright young newcomer fo Canadian
poetry. He is Anansi’s pick from the
young cmp for 1975, and a dmely one
since he is also featured in McClelland
& Stewart’s forthcoming Storm Warning II.
The poems in his first collecdon
range from the accomplished fo those
that arc among the tightest and mosf
provocative I’ve seen in a long time.
Nothing tremendous; just consistently
good poetry. One wonders where
Domanski picks up his scrrcalisr touch.
Thii is what largely accounts for the
newness of the w&k. Certainly there is
rbc conciseness of Atwood here. and
the line breaks are reminiscent of Frank
Davey. But the surrealism that strikes
home liie a d6j&-vu has no Caoa?lian
Toots, short of Rosenblatt and Sward.
“These arc Lucifer’s fingers/ five of
them/ puffy-white/ sticking out of the
floor/each posing as a man/each telling
me/ they’re only hen to help.” The
poems are brief, usoally playing off a
spccilic subject. What dazzles is the
mm of phrase or image and the resultant iosigbr. The “Astronaut” travels
while “ourside, rhe unkillabie
blackness/ of God’s one pupil/ expands.” A “ C a t ” hacomes “the
Buddha/ blood stained/ with a perfect
conscience.”
What wears after a while is the tone
- sparse, sometimes laconic;
Domanski’s tightness begins to defeat
itself. If the personal pronoun is used, it
comes om as grudging evidence of the
risk bebiid the poems. The title does
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nothing to relieve this disembodied
quality. Them is real committment
here, and why the author would want to
wash his hands of it is beyond me.
If The Cape Breton Book of the
Dead comes as a surprise, one thing is
certain; Domanski won’t go out as
quickly as be came in. Interestingly,
the only other East Coaster to try his
hand at surrealism (Mark Strand) lumed
out to be one of the best poets of the
form in North America. Domsnski
could do worse, and hi tirst book is
insurauce.
S~uurn Wawa is a” antholow of
no small ambidon. The list of-iontributoa alone reads like a Who’s Who
of Canadian literature. There are authors such as Earle Bbney and Malcolm
Lowry, as well as a healthy selection of
newcomers. I” between there are such
literary standards as Tom Wayman, Pat
Lane, and J. Michael Yates. This handsome volume includes documents,
poems, stories, ilays, reprints fmm
period newspapers, eve” letters written
by fmtune-hunters of the Klondike.
Of course any anthology of such
comprehensive &sign is bound to
raise a few eyebmws. Quite apart from
the merits of individual authors, there
are some pieces that have no business
here 81 all. I am glad to see native
American authors .in any anthology,
eve” one presenting the Canadian
Northwest. but I expect fhem to do a
little more than paint the universal majesty of mountains - nohvithstanding
the fortunate fact that mountains can be
found in British Columbia.
That much said, this anthology performs a tremendous service to
Canadiana. It is done eleganfly. with
great care, and eve” affection. Richard
Trueman’s photographs add dimension
to the literature, as do the graphics of
galleries. archives, museums, and the
art of Steltaer, MIhter, and Pearson.
One of the pleasures of reading the anthology was rediscovering the talents of
Lane, Wynand. Safarik, and Yates.
Michael Carmichael’s “Dkty Bob”
was particularly impressive. Emily
Carr’s story “Sophie” stands out quite
well, as does George Ryga’i play on
the India” pmblqm in Canada. The text
is riddled with cameo quotes that pace
and inform the reader; everything from
Stephen Leacock to the terse wir of
Bruce Hutchison: “The history of
Canada for about 300 years was a
struggle to escape from the wilderness,
and for the last half centmy has bee” a
desperate attempt to escape into it.”
All in all. Skookum Wawa takes a
creditable place in the literary year, and

Geddes again emerges as one of the few
good anthologists in the country. Fmm
Service’s “The Shooting of D a n
McGre+ to Way man’s loving portrait
of modern Vancouver is no small step;
but the continuity is there. There is
George Vancouver’s discovery of Point
Grey beside Daryl Hine’s poem on
Point Grey - an historical liason that
works, however debatable Daryl
Hine’s inclusion may be. If the boundaries of the anthology seem at all arbitrary, what Geddes has managed to include is in fact an utterly thorough portrait of the Canadian Northwest. 0

A freak
of senius
Turns and Other Poems, by
Richard Ouham, Phoenix Living
Poets series, Anson-Cartwright Editions, 48 pages, $4 pap=.
By HUBERT de SANTANA
RUXIARD OUTIUM’S Turns is the second
collection of verse by this extravagantly gifted poet. His first book,
Exsultare, Jubilate, was published a
decade ago and now is out of print, as
weIl as being mething of acollector’s
item.
The present volume was worth waiting for. On the evidence of the poems
contained within its four-doze” pages,
Outram must be regarded as a major
poet, an artist of international stature.
His lubid, passionate poems exhibit all
the classical virtues: metrical facility.
unflagging rhythms, discipline (hi bnagery is pared to the bone), and a”
uncompromising integrity-moral, intellectual, and artistic.
The most important single poem in
this collection is “At the Bijou.” A
movie is being shown in a &a-pit of a
cinema (the Bijou of the titIe); from tbii
mundane and unpromising material,
Outram fashions a great life-aming
statement about Western civilization:

Heie the images on the screen are nlated to those in a famous passage in
Plato’s Republic. where the shadows of
prisoners are projected on the wall as
they sit before a bonfire in a dark cave.
Plato uses the scene as an illustration of
the difference between illusion and reality, the shadows being mere refkctions of ideal form, and Nature but a
spume that plays upon a ghastly paradigm of things, as Yeats put il.
Within this pagan philosophical
framework Outram bttmduccs the dove
of Christian mythology, carrying “a’
broken sprig of light.” There is a” implication here of a” annunciation of
some tremendous, terrible new biih.
The “burdened dove” is also the dove
of peace with its olive branch. She TCplenisheshernest andfliesbttotbesun.
the source of light and life. To this is
added the dimension of unceasing
human fecundity, symbolized by the
figures coupling on the wall and inciting the live audience to si$lar sensual
activity.
In thii poem Outram has followed
Keats’ precept and loaded every rip of
his subject with ore. It would rcqmre a
separate essay to do justice to all the
disparate elements that have gone into
the amazing synthesis achieved in this
poem: Blake’s contraries; Jung’s rhik
ome theory of the growth of civilization; the cyclic movement of time
and history as set out in Yeats and
Spengler.
Few modem poets have exploited the
resources of language as Outram has
done. He has a” exceptionally rich and
extensive vocabulary at his command,
but he does not scatter words like
largesse. He selects and arranges them
with the metictdotts care of a master
craftsman; indeed, one has the impression that not so much as a comma has
been placed without careful consideration.
This makes for a remarkableconcentration in Outram’s lines. He packs
volumes into them, so that once read or
uttered they germinate and expand.
haunting the mind with unforgettable
resonances and complexities of mean_
ing.
Here is how Outram expresses his
concern about animal conservation,
and his anger at the imminent extin&
tion of endangered species. There is no
noisy tirade about the slaughter of
young elephants for their ivory tusks;
we am told instead:
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What more could be said to shame the
reader into an awareness of Le loss of
life caused by commercial greed?
Understatement is like a scalpel in
Outram’s hands.
Turns is a memorable sequence of
poems that should be regarded collectively as one poem. The ‘%rns” are
stage acts performed by!hesortofcreamres insensitively refeed to as freaks:
Siamese Twins, Tattooed Lady, Wild
Man, Contorti?nist. Dog Act, Bearded
Lady, The Fattest Man in rhe World,
Mesmerist, Sword-Swallower. KnifeThrower, Escape Artist, Funambulirt, Midget, Strong Man.
Richard Ourram is obviously pre
occupied with lhe problem of evil, not
as a pathological aberradon. but as it is
manifested in deliberate cruelty. In the
gallery of bizarre chamctcm be has assembled in i%rns, he has a vehicle for
exploring the theme of human cruelty.
These people, particularly the physically deformed. sze monstrous jokes of
namre. rhe playthings of God. Outram
treats them with compassion and
understanding, and poignantly exposes
the sensibilities locked beneath those
tormented exteriors. And by implication it is the supposedly normal,
whole in body and spirit, who sx the

real fnaks, paying money to gaze upon
the less fortunate in order to satisfy an
impulse of morbii curiqsity.
A man who knows as much aboui
reality as Outram does would find it
insupportable without a healing sense
o f humour. Outram’s humour has a
chameleon quality; it can be pum deliihr, as in the poem “Royal Phenomenon”; or ir csn be honed to a cutting
edge, as in “The TattooedLady.”
.I want to end with a postscript about
the strange publishing hiitory of this
brillianr book. After being rejected by
four major Canadian publishing houses,
LouiseDennis. There theexcellenceof
rhe material caused ir lo be accepted
within a day by rhe respected publishing house of Charm and Windus.
Richard Outram has the honour 10 be
the first Canadian poet 10 be included in
Chaao’s Phoenix Living Poet8 series.
Turns is published jointly by Chatto
and Windus with the Hogarth F’ress,
and Anson-awright. the newest publishing house in Toronto. Hugh
Anson-Cartwighl looks for quality in a
writer’s work, rather than that straage
chimera known as rhe Canadian Consciousness. Hats off, gentlemen. We
have a major poet in our midst! 0

‘E FOREST

paper $2.51

Georges Bugnet
ii

:.
the finest novel of the Canadian West is M. Georgaa
Bugnet’s The Forest. a novel ot the Peace River country
where the author lived most of hl& adult life. Georgee Bugnet,
nwellst, dramatist. poet and crltii is one of fhe really Important Canadian writers. In him an intellect and spirit of a
very high order unite with long experience of life in the
wilderness: and the result has been a literary work in
which the malerlals of the frontier have been wmught
‘into designs of lasting beauty.. . . Bugnet relates the

tragic struggle of a young urban Frenchman end his
wife with the formidable nature of primltlve Canada.
It is a great and tragic book wrltlen out of experlence controlled by reflectlon. We do not have
many such books.”
E. K. Brown in The Winnipeg Free Press
translator, David Carpenter
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For readi,ng

between the
blue lines
Ftscbler’s Hockey Encyclopedia,
by Stan end Sbtrley Ftscblar, Fib+
hamy & Wbtteside, SlwArated, 628
pages, $15.95 cloth.
1975 Hockey Annual, by Brim,
McFadene, Clarke Irwin, illustrated, 160 pages, $6.25 cloth.
Hockey 76, by Brian McFarlane,
Methuen, illustrated, 159 pages,
$5.95 paper.
By GORD RIPLEY
HOCKEY IS a fast, exhilarating sport.
That’s why anist Robert Madde gambles his surprised heart against an
hour’s midnight shinny. That’s why
skates remain synonymous with the
zest ofyouth. Forfans. the game isalso
sublimation and catharsis, a vicarious
experience of popularity, skill, wealth,,
glory, and fhe hiumph of muscle and
rage over wrongdoing. Hockey, pm
hockey, is a banquet & dreams, and
hockey writers arethe caterers.
Ergo, one will expect certain things
of hockey journalism. Ir will be fastpaced, colloquial, inclined to dramatize rhe heroes, to belittle the goats, to
em&size the battles. Deorh and vetitv
mai suffer under those &in blunt in’strumems of sports reporting: the aneedote and the quotation. One expects no
corrupiion. no tarnished halos. lots of
down-home humour. Stan and Shirley
Fischlefs Hockey Encyclopedia was
cast in this mould. though an informed
literary touch and somesenshivily have
rendered it solid and readable.
The Fiihlers have arranged alphabetically some 700 vignettes of benerknown players, owners, manage& referees, barns. and awards, dating from
Ihe first days of rhe game. The style is
familiar (Lou Angotti “gained a solid
chunk of fan appreciation in Chicago,”
though “the honeymoon was shortlived”), while anecdote, legend, and
opinion flesh auf most of the pieces.
Them are good bits on stars like
“King” Clancy, Syl Apps, Bobby
Clark. and Lou Fontinato; there are
such odd items as the brief portrait of
“hagic” Busher Jackson, or Ihe Eddie
Shore check fhet abnosl killed Ace
Bailey in 1933. The words of Eric
Nesterenko, quoted from Studs

Terkel’s Working, stand out like raisitm

in a bowl of Wheaties.
Homoor is here predictably forgettable. We are informed that LodeCheck,
who played for Detroit and Chicago
during the war years, was a
“checker” and “a bit Lode, but never
obsceoe.” We am asked to chortle at
Bd Van Impe’s jock-strap. and at press
agents “Bnmo and Blythe” who in
1926 tried to boost attendance at
Ranger games by adding Jewish and
Italian players to the line-up.
Stan Fischler has written more than
40 books about hockey. He is a good
writer; he knows the sohject. perhaps
though, he and his wife have relii
more on accumulated knowledge and
narrative talent than on careful research. Their Eneyclopediu, though
comprehensive, is far from complete; it
is fascinating rather than authwitative.
Occasionally names seem to have
been included (as in the case of referee
Hugh McLean) only because they
figure in an incident involving a popolar star (in McLean’s case, Maurice
Richard). Other names, such as Hec
ICilaa or Don “The Count”. Gmso
pop up in the text but are’missing from
the alphabetical listing. References are
incomldete. Only by chance will you
look under “Apps, Syl” or “Gardner,
‘Ginger’ ” to discover who played on
the DAD line or the Atomic line.
The Encyclopedia is short on &tail,
long on opinion, and one must search
elsewhere for statistics. Nevertheless
hockey fans will be buying this book,
and hockey fans will find it hard to pot
down.
Brian McFarlane’s boys’-ownannuals of hockey have proven popular
in the past. It is easy to see why. The
enthusiastic CBC liockey commentator
combines short, lucid articles on current heroes with how-to hints, puzzles,
.cartoons, lots of photographs. sod a
name more familiar among
14-year-oldn than Pierre Trudeau. The
toneofthe books isindicated by aquote
from the Leslie McFarlaoe tale that ap
pears in the 1975 Hockey Annual:
From then on. ‘Iii MS solid wirh the fans.
He had B swing punch. He had speed. He
had cokur. He bad b,nv,,, and courrge.
They took him 10 their hearts. . .

Everywhae in the 1975 Annual
(which tells of the ‘73-‘74 season) am
inspiration and success: how Dennis
Potvin’s helmet saved his life; how
Swedish hockey stars are making their
marks in the NHL; why Stan Mikita is
the greatest. Fischler observations,
such as the ooe about Real Chevretils

The following pap&backs are available with a

single author in each book, list price of

$ zx043
COUNSBLLOR EXTRAORDINARY by StewartBoston
~~FENG by hfunrOe Scott
1’ LOVE MOUSE: MEYER’S ROOM
two plays by Sheldon Rosen
COLOUR THE FLESH THE COLOUR OF
DUST by Michael Cook
EXIT MUTTERING by Donald Jack
THREJZ WOMfiN
a trilogy of one-act plays by Hugh Gamer
TJ3E DEVIL’S INSTRUMENT by W.O.MitchelZ
THE PILE; THE STORB, INSIDE OUT
three oneact plays by Mauor Moore
WESTBOUND 12:Ol by Brock ShovelZer
MARSH HAY by Merrill De&on
THE UNREASONABLE ACT OF
JULIAN WATERMAN by Ron Taylor
THE TWISTED LOAF; SOFT VOICES
two plays by Auiua Ravel
VICKY by Grahame Woods
THE VICE PRESIDENT by Joseph Sckull
The following paperbacks have two plays
grouped together in each, list price of

$3.75
LAND OF MAGIC SPELL by iamy Zacharko
WHICH ImTC!H IS WHICH? by Beth McMastar
NUTS & BOLTS & RkXY THINGS (music included)
by Fred Thury and Robert Galbmith
THE CLAM MADE A FACE by Eric Nicol
PROFESSOR FDDDLE’S FANTASTIC FAIRYTALE MACHINE by Alan E. BaU and Paul Bmdbwy
KING GRUMBLETUM %
THE MAGIC PIE by David Kemp
CYCLONE JA& by. Carol Bolt
BILLY BISHOP &
THE RED’BARON by Leonard Peterson
MASQUE by Ron Cameron (an adapted version of
the play “‘One-Man Masque” by James Reaney)
CATALYST by John Ibbitson
GENERAL EDITOR: Rolf Kalman
Catalogues and information available from
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CROSSING THE BORDER
Joyce Carol Oates
$8.9

A collection of short stories full t
insight about Canadians and thei
neighbors across the border, and
told with Miss Oates matchless
utistry.

being “washed up before his thirtieth
birthday,” would be most out of place.
Reprinted from the Toronto Sun is a
fine srticle by Glen Woodcock, “The
Philadelphia Story.” Othergood pieces
feature Alan Eagleson, “Gretzky” (a
future Bobby Orr), and a behind-thescenes view of hockey telecast teams.
Girls’ hockey is not overlooked.
Methuen has taken over as publisher
of the McFarJane series for 1976 under
a new title: Hockey 76. Small changes
include a paper cover and a slightly less
attractive layout. A statistics roundup,
which occupied 15 pages in 1976, has
been omitted. Fiction. play&coverage,
coaching comments, and puzzles em up
to former standards. The best ardcle’is
again a reprint, “Keeping Peace
Among the Pros.” by Robert Cross,
while them me friendly looks at Japanese hockey and at Fred Shem. A stayin-school pitch is entitled “Stickhandling Through Life.”
One wonders for how many more
years, and in how many more ways Jim
McKenny will be quoted as saying he
avoids “the corners.” No matter. Hundreds of thousands of msy-&eked,
star-struck peewees across the land will
continue to digest, and if necessary,
re-digest .the MacFarlane annuals.
Hockey is a fast and exhilarating game.

A

crick ii
the nik

Games of Fear and Wbming, by
Jack Ludwig, Doubleday, 238 pageri,
$8.95 cloth.

ByJJMCHRISTY
UNTIL I BEAD this volume, I had
thought it impossible to produce a totally worthless book about sports.
There may be a dearth of scintillating
prose borne of the arena but every sport
book seems to have at least one saving
grace. A mediocre as-told-to biography
will be read avidly for anecdotes by a
captive fan; even a frankly imitative
volume such as the recent The Leafi in
Aurumn succeeds because of that prime
hole csrd of sportswriters. nostalgia.
Sport is popular culture, which is a
natural whateveryourperspective. You
can,desplse it and condemn it, love and
commit yourself to it. or milk it for
every last aspect of camp - but you
cannot make it boring. Well, maybe
you can’t. Jack Ludwig, though, has
got it down.
22 Books in Canada, March, 1878

The best sportswriting is produced
not by styJists but competent journeymen who combine an eye, au ear,
and an empathy for the particular
milieu with just the pmper mlxtum of
cynicism and sentimentality. In short,
the writer must he hio. Bv this crJteria.
is “SO square he has to walk
around the block to turn over in bed.”
What makes Ludwig so unhip is his
ridiculous attempt to pose as the oppo
site. He wants you to think that he’s on
the inside of the action. His idea of
being with-it is to use the line, “The
times they are a-changing,” only to use
it in the context of the swelJJng of
purses on the professionsJ golf tour.
Another technique is his obsession with
the Yiddish diminutive “nik.” He refers m “civilrightsniks,” “pendulumniks.” “midwaymks.” “galleryniks,” and so forth.
In case you em not convinced that
he’s a tout and a back-mom boy, Ludwig at one point offers about 12 hints
that he knows Norman Mailer; yet he
coyly doesn’t mention the man’s name.
Ludwig never stops being off the
mark. He can refer m the fans of black
golfer Lee Elder as “red-necks” and m
Frank Sinatra as a “schoolsmarm.” He
writes that golf has been so far behind
baseball in integration because it is a
mom conservative sport. The fact is
there just haven’t bean that many black
golfers of professional calibre. The obvious mason, which Ludwig doesn’t
consider, is economic. Somehow it
seems more feasible for a bJa& youngster growing up in a ghetto or on a
tenant farm m take up baseball or basketball rather than a white middle-class
game that requires a significant outlay
ofcash.
Not content merely to posture and
misuse colloqualisms, the author
strives to live up to his book-jacket PR
by coming up with “original, incisive,
witty and often surprising views.”
These include the unique idea that
Demk Sanderson is a product of the
media as well as the thought that “the
champions of today may be the neurctics oftomormw.”
1 wish 1 could think of a redeeming
factor to this book; but there isn’t one,
be it even ever so slight. From the fake
dramatic titleon through, it’s a waste of
time. One could, however. consider
Ludwig’s gaucherie and ill-considered
opinions as relief from a prose style
reminiscent of NytoJ. Nothing is safe
from his drowsy pen, he it Ron Turcotte, Ferguson Jenkins, or the Calgary
Stampede. Combine Ludwig with the

_

somniferous sport of curling, which
some perverse editor has actually done,
and the effect is one only a duty-bound
book reviewer should be expected to
survive. At one point in Games Of
Fear and Winning Ludwig states: “I’m
a novelist not a sportswriter.” True,
certainly: yet he’s working on a book
about the Olympics. Where are you
when wve’need you, Jack Batten? 0

Pale ghost,

pale writer
Ghosts, Pirates end Treasure
Trove: The Phantoms that Haunt
New Brunswick, by Stuart True
man, McClelland & Stewart, 155
pages, $7.95 cloth.
By MARVIN GOODY
IFONE IS to believe thejacket, this book
“. . . should be read, for full et%%, at
about three a.m. on a windswept rainy
night preferably with a dear and trusted
friend.” We are further promised
“hair-raising hoaxes, burning ships,
spine-tingling spirits and eerib events
that only make sense if you accept the
supernatural.. . .”
Excepting the burning ships, which
are delivered, these quotes are true in
somewhat the same sense as a bewage
label that declares: “When mixed in a
glass of milk, this product makes a
drink rich in vitamins, minerals and
other essential nutrients.” In other
words. if you want your hair raised or
your spine tingled, you had better look

elsewhere unless you sx prepared to
add that figurative glass of milk.
Stuart Trueman is clearly an indefatigable traveller and collector. Heap
f pears to have criss-crossed every
square yard of New Brunswick and
spoken to everyone who had even the
ghost of a ghost story to relate. And it’s
all here - every word of it, 1 swear.
How it is all fitted into IS5 pages is a
feat of legerdemain I don’t pretelid to’
understand. To add to its impressiveness, he has thrown into the stew lots of
snippets of colonial history, sod lots and
lots of would-be colourful descriptions
of his informants, which read as if they
were lifted from the society pge of a
small-town newspaper. Samples:
Semwly pobed. sch-spoksn. rerenrsd in
manns. wi,h her reddish hair sohly
bmrhcd back, rhe reminds one of a
younguGreerGarsc.n. Skeirncwmanfed

10.. . Bste. hear&. and happy-lwking in
a flowewd slewelesr blow d.,,d rolled-up
blue denim pmu. Mfldwd loner was.. .
Addie mnks tnmspment paperweight
rea:bmlom scew?s. Chtilmns exe omam-as horn milkweed pods. many other
~alemed knick-knacks.

Mark Twain made sport of the kind
of rural story-telling where the family
relationships on both sides for three
generations back must be set out, along
w i t h a c o m p l e t e catalogue of
everyone’s personal idiosyncracies,
before the story can proceed. It is
barely ao exaggeration to sa$ that Mr.
Trueman does this kind of thing in dead
earnest. In a word, he is garrulous. He
has collected some worthwhile material, but how he does run on, and on and
on and on, with inconsequential detail,
tritely told. The interesting bits are

swamped and the reader’s patience severely tested.
New Brunswickers as presented here
come across as both unimaginative and
credulous. Many of the accounts remind me of the parlour game where a
statement is whispered ear-to-ear
around a circle and emerges altered
beyond recognition. The author has
taken the end result of this process and
passed it on IO us largely unedited and
without critical evaluation. And it is not
that he is himself so gullible. Every
now and then one &es a hint of amused
skeoticism in hi writine. No. it aoa master of clich6, finds everything about New Brunswick and its inhabitants so utterly fascinating that he

assumes that others will be equally enthralled. How else account for the fol-

Gne of Cam&r most famous weavers. an
inlemslionally known designer of mnans.
ba learned 10 livewilh aghast and like il.
“In 6acl. she gels a toI of fun out of il.”
says Miss Lillian Baird. who resides wkb
hurnddocssomewewing. Sheisaredmi
public health nurse who mughr in Burma
and Ceylon forlhe\Vmld HeakhGgniza-

wrmn which was a&p,ed horn il. the Ciry
o f Fwdericmn tanan. the Highlrndr cf
Halibunon mnan, amcng aherr. T’klhc Ssoc
lith Tknscs Arrociadon elecwd hu an
kc,,cm,y membu.

And on and on. But that should be
enough to make your hair stand on
end. Is M & S in such financial straits
that it can no longer afford to employ

-i-WE soclAL WISPORV
OF CANbkIA SERIES
Saving the Canadian Cii:
The First Phase 18804920
EDrED AND INmooUCEo
wPl”LRuwERFORo
‘The 29 adlclcc In the bock capture the

ideas and techniques cl the early r%formars, and RuUledcrd hffhlighls the
them88 thmugh hff organizatttn and
intmductttns . . a necessary preface
for understanding contemporary urban
reform. Cify Magarfnc $6.50 paper,

Infmdccficn by P&r E. Rider
ThLb vigomusly mallstic. alon/ of ‘an earnast young mars radlcalfzatlcn under the
pressuresofpcst-war Canadian soclc,y
[ls] also a vtvtt and ccnvtncing oxcurd of
that so&y as it existed in ona city. winit pmvfdcs a great deal
of insight inlO an important period in
Canadian life.’ Ctfawa Cibzcn $5.50
paper, $15.00 cloth

Report on Social SeewRy

The mcst important single document in
the histcly cf tha.davalcpmenl of the walfare state In Canada, The Marsh Repclt
made recommendatlcns that became the
fcundationofthe gcvcmmenl’s peel-war
welfare pmgrams. With a naw inlmduc
tlclc)l fhe au,hc,. $6.50 paper, 515.00
A History

of Farmers’
Movements in Canada
Lo”lS AUBREY WOOD

intmducllon by FosterJ. K. Gdezk
Thii history cf the social. economic. and
polittt manifestations of fanners’ movements from 1570-1924 was written for
both general bnd scholarly readers and
ts still the best sludy of the origins cf
agrarian pmtest in Canada. $5.95 paper.

For My Country (PCW ia patria)
J”Lss.P*“L TARO,“EL
Tmnslated by Shah Fis@man
lnboducad by A. 1. Silver
Thii frankty separallst ncwl vnaten in
the 1590s foresaw a twentieth ccntuly
plagued by satanism and conspiracy. and
the gaining of Quebec’s independence.
In Itc Catholic fewcur and its nationalism
it was characteristic of FrenchCanadIan
thcu9ht In that period. 956.50 paper.
pi- we,kOIB *!4sseaudz3, ,km~p”bliek,,D”
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The Diary oIJane Ellis, edited and
with an introduction by Patricia
Godsell, Oberon Press, 172 pages,
$11.95 cloth.
ByMARILYN POWELL
aren’t many of you
out there in private life keeping a diary,
indulging in the M of the confessional.
Even as the epic degenerated into romance, the diary in our time has dwindled. Ask yourself. Is it anything more.
these days than .a notebook or a” adolescent date-book. complete with lock
and key? Rarely. And I am nbt about to
lell you that The Diky of Jane Elk is
an exception. It may even be an example of the process of decline. The author is an unexceptional Victorian, corseted by notions of breeding and propriety, whose introspection is as circumspect as her imagination.
But.. . if she is ordinary, the liistory
to which she is peripheral is not. In
1838, she and her husband, Edward
ElIice, accompanied to Canada a
gentleman of renown on a mission destined to be controversial. After rebellion in Upper and Lower Canada, with
‘full authority in Lower Canada and the
aim to devise a government for them
both, Lord Durham was on his way IO
his new posr as Governor General. And
.Mward Ellice, son of a fur trader and
Scottish capitalist extraordinary. was
on hi way loo as Durham’s private
secretary. He took Jane. of COurse.
Something of Lord Durham’s tour,
Repon. and personal failure is given in
an introduction to this book by the
editor. Patricia Godsell.. It seems he
was undone in hi attempts to adminic
ter in this country by an enemy in his
own. Lord Brougham (Broom to be
sure) forced his resignation.
That is the background of the Diary.
and it affects the foreground, though
Jane doesn’t analyze. synthesize, di,%
cuss, or predict politics. Nor does she
THERE PRGBAB‘V
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anticipate an uprising. When ImubIe
comes In the shape of French Canadian
rebels who capture her, cart Edward
off, and incarcerate hi in another
place. she focuses intently on the
specific. Will they be released, not why
they are being held. Absentee landlords, owners of a seigniory, they leave
Canada none the wiser in the end. At
least, according to Jane.
Oddly, whatever value the Diary has
occurs because of this insouciance,
parochialism - call it what you will.
It’s typical of 19th~century Britons, out
to inhabit but no1 be changed by the rest
of the world. Jane’s interest is aroused
by imitations of the life she lefl behind
her, particularly if the imitations are
gauche. She has an ear for French
Canadian and Yankee speech because
fhey sound rude, in both senses.
Well, I found myself wishing hex
record had flair as well as malice. It
doesn’t. But it’s curious d represeetative. For more. for 65pth, for insight, for literann., go to Pepys. Whet
a shame he didn’t see Canada. 0

horn Dacha to
Bordeaux Jail
Moigentatsler: The Doctor who
Couldn’t Turn Away, by Eleanor
Wrigbt Perline, Gage, 210 pages,
$9.95 cloth.
By WENDY CAMPBELL
HENRY MORG~NNTALER’S defiance of
Canada’s schizophrenic abortion law
has now not only tested that law but has
also effected change in our legal system. Eleanor Wright Perline met Dr.
Morgentala while researching her previous book, Abortion in Canada. Her
intimate knowledge of his background
and personal philosophy allows her to
create a counterpoinr 10 his publii
image; and her deep involvement in his
case gives her book a rich texture,
clarifies the issues, and puts
Morgentaler’s acrions in conlex~.
The early part of the book describes
Morgeotaler’s childhood in Lodz, his
internment in Auschwitz and Dachau,
and his eventual journey to Canada. Hi
arrival in Canada with his wife Eva was
the beginning of a new life. He completed his medical studies at
-1’Universiti de Mont&al and b&an to
pmctise medicine in the city’s east end.
His wife Eva clung to the concentmtlon
camp experience, reliving il tbmugh

writing poems and novels. Hemy insisted on living in the present and absorbine himself comoletelv in the omblems o?his patients. This &fen&e icd
eventually to the end of the marriage.
Morgentaler underwent analysis and
also became involved in the Humanist
movement, with its dedication to
human dignity, justice, and civil liberties. He began working quietly, urgbrg
repeal of Canada’s restrictive abortion
law. In 1968. through Morgentaler’s
efforts, the Humanist Association of
Canada was formed.
Morgentaler .was besieged by requesls-to terminate unplLmcd~ uk
wanted oreeaancies. He found himself
in the p&ion of advocating abortion
on request but refusing to do it. Although he realized that by performing
abortions he would risk everything he
had achieved over the years, he decided
in desperation that his medical conscience must come 6rst and the law
must be confronted. In 1969. he
notified the patients in his general practice that he was going to begin
specialiiing in family planning: fitting
IUDs, prescribing oral contraceptives,
and performing vasectomies and abortions.
Learning the most effective techniques, he equipped his clinic with the
type of vacuum aspirator that was at
that time being used successfully in
England. (After his acquittal in 1973.
he published his findings on the
vacuum method in the Canadian Medical Journal. )
Dr. Morgentaler admits his clinic
made money but points out that any
doctor would make the same amount
from performing tonsilectomies or any
other operation. His expenses were’
high because he employed the bestavailable equipment and a highly
trained supportive staff so that patients
could receive the highest standard of
medical care, in comfort and with dignity.
As well as writbtg articles in The
Humanist in Cam&, he engaged in a
long cormspondence on the issue of
contraception and abortion with Pierre
Elliot Trudeau. But the 1969 amend-,
ments to the Criminal Code did little
more than bring the law almost up to
what was then standard practice in a
handful of metropolitan hospitals. In
January, 1973; the U.S. Supreme
Court in the historic Roe vs. Wade decision virtually legalized abortion by
qualified medical practitioners. At a
Toronto rally in March, 1973, NIorgentaler publicly declared that he had performed more than 5,000 abortions in

violation ofSection 251 ofthe Criminal
code. “It’s time we went after the
same rights for women in Canada that
their American sisters have received,”
he declared.
On Mother’s Day-May 13. 1973
- Morgentaier appeared on the CTV
public-affairs program W5 and performed a vacuum aspiration abortion,
showing a calm and relaxed patient and
supportive staff. The program included
interviews with other physicians and
advocates of repeal. An explosive mattion followed. The CRTC was bombarded with letters and phone calls demanding censure of the network and the
‘stations carrying the program. Opponents of repeal began picketing the
clinic on Beaugrande Street and barassing the patients, imploring them’not to
“mutderyour baby."
Morgentaler had finally done it. His
situation could no longer be ignored; he
was arrested in August, 1973, and
brought to trial in September.
In 1970, when Morgentaler was first
arrested, he had engaged ClaudeArmand Sheppard as his lawyer. Sheppard now wanted to delay the nisi, hop
ing for a change in public opinion that
would be reflected in the courts. But
Morgentaler pmssed to get the trial underway. l-le seemed to relish the conhuntation and was elated when proceedings began. One can’t help wondering at this point if Morgentaler was
exorcising some of his concentmtioncamp experiences by inviting martyrdom-just as Eva, his wife, attempted
to exorcise her experiences with her
poetry. The jubilation following hi acquittal was quickly dashed; of course,
when the Quebec Court of Appeal
unanimously reversed the jury’s decision and entered a verdict of guilty. The
Supreme Court of Canada upheld this
reversal. Morgentaler, never convicted
by a jury of any crime, was in prison
facing insurmountable debts - inchtding legal fees of more than $100,000.
Sheppard reflects: “From a personal
point of view, what happened to me
when I listened to the crown witnesses
was that I became a convert to
Women’s Lib. The trial was transformed for me from a fascinating case
to a personal cause.”
As this is being written, the situation
changes daily. First came the announcement that Morgentaler’s acquittal on the second charge of performing
an illegal abortion was upheld by the
Quebec Court of Appeal. Then the Rofessional Corporation of Physicians of
Quebec voted to suspend hi licence to
practise medicine for one year. Next

Yes, Tadeusz Rozewicz,

I too
prefer old women.
They bend over graves
with flowers,
they wash the limbs
e of the dead,
they count the beads
of their rosaries,
they commit no murders
they give advice
or tell fortunes,
they endure.

A new collection
by a major

British Columbia poet.
kg5 paper

$5.95 dot1
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the federal Minister of Justice ordered
a new trial on the fust charge for which
Morgentaler has already spend 10
months in confinement. A bail hearing

bt Montreal on Jan. 26 resulted in
Morgentaler being released on unconditional bail. Last night, I watched
Morgentaler walk out of the Palall de
Justicei a free man-free at least until
March when his new hial begins, or
until one or all of the other 10 charges
are brought against him. The pending
“Morgentaler amendment” to the
Ctiminai Code will ensure that jury verdicts cannot be reversed by hiher
courts; the Badgeley”~mmission will
study the effects of the present laws on
abortion.
Henry Morg$ntaler has shaken this
country to its very core, m o b i l i z i n g
thousands of people both to defend him
and to attack him, polarizing the Canadii public in a way few figures or
issues have done before.
It seems that social change must always have its scapegoat. As society
moves out of any system of victimization, a single victim often emerges to
absorb the general guilt.
Ms. Pehine’s bias on the abortion
issue is evident, but her presentation is
fair and allows the reader to see the case
.bt perspective and develop an informed
opinion.
We’n at a crossroads now. Henry,
we hope you haven’t suffered in

vain. 0
For DVB~ thirty-seven years Exposltlon Press published book
menuscdpts equal to trade
standards I” a” avenge of
three monlhs-a third t h e
usual time. Our special Im
Exposltlon-University
prints.
(scholarly), Banner (trade).
Lochinvar (Americana). Testament (religious). are reserved
for dessrvlng works I” their
separate fields. We offer a
complete publlshtng service Including edltorlal ~~~~NIsIo”~
a dynamic advertlsing, tierketlng and promotional pm
gram and trade distribution.
lnqutrles are invited: editorial
reports furnlshed wlthout obllgation.
FREE: Two fact-tilled bmchums contalnlng a detailed
description of our publlshlng
plan and presenting a breakdown of contract terms and
typIcal costs.
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Contemporary Canadian Composers, edited by Keith MacMillan
and John Beckwith, sponsored by
The Canadian Music Centre, Oxford, 248 pages, $14.95 cloth.
Harry Somers, by Brian Cherney,
sponsored by The Canadian Music
Centre, U of T Press, 185 pages, $15
cloth.
By PATRICIA ELLIOIT
TH6 cANI\DtAN Music Centre is at it
again with this dictionary of Canadian
composers and the first of their detailed
studies of individual Canadian cornposers. The centre will make a dent in
the world. if not in Canada. by, sheer
determination and loving dedication to
the greatest composers of our time.

The dictionary is aa engrc&ng reference book. It contains 144 entries on
the most a&e and professionally
prominent Canadian composers who
have produced all or most of their work
since 1920. ahd it adds up to good reading. The editors - Keith MacMillan,
executive secretary of the Canadian
Music Cent?, and John Beckwith,
composer and Dean of the Faculty of
Music, University of Toronto-tried
to serve the need “especially felt by
those outside Canada for a compilation
that would give a full picture of 80
tivities in our creative music, and also a
glimpse of styles and trends.” They
have succeeded. From A to 2. biographies and analyses are written with
care and understanding. The bibliographic references for instruments and
voifes. publishers, recording labels,
and so on are listed succinctly. In fact,
when I finished the book my head was
ringing with pno, vln, canto, Ef, Gmu,
and WW72. My eyes pere smarting
from hpschd, mar, mezz, org. ESO.
and my favourite, Grunt&b Qt. All abbreviations are explained; see pages 11
to 24!
Composers write about composers.
To quote Udo Kasemets in hi essay on
R. Murray Schafer:
Schafer’s prime ce~cem 85 music educator

is with sounds - at1 sounds in and out of
eoxcn MIS. sounds past md prrrent,
sounds OF “auue and rounds of urban do
velopmenr . . Sehalcr has composed
wmkrthatsmndout 6um theaeiwml butkof
sdu&onal music in thzd they iuc uncow
cemed with dogma. Iheortes. or *ills.
rather e~ncenmle on the creative. wnsmy.
and emodonal upecis of music.

Gustav Ciamaga describes John .
Beckwith’s composition “Canada
Dash, Canada Dot” (words by lames
Reaney) as a “remarkable ‘trip’ up
Toronto’s Yonge Street, out ot the suburbs, and finishing at the village of
Sharon.. . . For this writer the Shsmn
section might be one of the most eloquent moments in Canadian music.”
To quote Udo Kasemets again:

Scrgc G-1 feuded openly wkh fetlow-

tides Md compmw and spoke his mind
ovrr ,ho akways . dways [cm] Ihe saox
subjen.. . . If there b ID he I mustcal adnue in Quebec, or for that mauer, in
I Canada. it must be modelled on examptes
and standards set by Ihe best anywhere in
the world.

.

John Beckwith writes on Udo
Kasemets. Udo Kasemcts on Istvan
Anhalt, Bruce Mather on John Hawkins, Brian Chemey on Harry Somers
. . . aad not only contposers understand
composers. So do high-school

-_-

teachers, concert promoters, profesincreasing number in the past 12 years,
SOTS, newspaper critics. and orchestra - and
Contemporary Canadian
leaders. Lee Hepner describes Harry Composers tops them all. So why
Freedman as a “sensitive coloutist , , .
aren’t we hearing our music?
in an uncanny way be manages to transBrian Chemey. a member of tbe6late the essence of paintings into
culty of Music at McGill University, is
sound.” Bengt Hambraeus wrhes on
the author of Harry Somers, dedicating
Bruce blather, Lyse Richer-Lo& on
the volume to him “on the occasion of
his fifiieth birthday.”
Pii Memum and Fran&s Morel,
Giles Bryant on .HeaIey Wlllan, to
“Jesus, what a lot of work has gone
nameonly a few.
into this,” 1 kept saying to myself, as 1
Something wondrous kept catching settled (again) to read. The quote is
my eye. Contemporary Canadian Tom Hedley’s, as he reviewed Pierre
Berton’s latest delivery. Brian Chemey
poetry is being used more and more as
inspiration, or as actual texts, for many and Pierre Berton are somewhat similar
compositions. Percy Byssbe and Byron
-they have all the facts and they put
(Lord), weep not more on these Asthem in. 1 must bear in mind that Mr.
siniboian s h o r e s !
Chemey is a teacher of theory and
1 am in accmd with Kenneth Winanalysis, composition, and ZOthters, as he repotts on listening to Violet
century music history, so cutting Mr.
Archer’s “Concerto for Piano and OrSomers up and sewing him lochestra”: “The middle movement is
gether again would be a labour of love
warmer and lovelier than Archer usu- -and h&y scissors.
ally permits in a serious movement. . . .
The author explains that he has
The finale is vigorous aud free and
“concenkated on tracing his [Somers’]
leaves the listener mildly appalled that development as a composer over the
a work of thii calibre shquld be played
years, selecting a number of works
so seldom.”
which illustrate various stages of that
But 1 am mom than “mildly appal- development. It is to be hoped that this
led.” 1 am apoplectic! We have been
study will prove a framework and point
handed excellent books and catalogues
of departure for further exploration of
of Canadian music since 1952, with an
his music.” This “study” is mom than

AROIES,TOM
Kowain Is Comlna
Panhimic
ALLEN, RALPH

Ordeal By Fire

ALLEN, ROBERT THOMAS
Ch;;iI&Wiies and Other
We Gave YOU the El&tic
Toothbrush
Ho+vtowwvive the Age of
AUBRV, CLAUDE
Agouhanne
BAlTEN, JACK
HonestEd’sBtcq
BLACK, GERALD A.
Canada Goes M&ii
Thinking Metdi for Canedlane
BLAISE, CLARKE
North Americen Eduoegon
Tribal Justice
BOYLE, HARRY
The Great Canadian Novel
Memories of e Catholic
Boyhood
BROAOPOOT, BARRY
Ten Loet Years
SIX war years

BROWN, CABSIE
Deeth on Ihe Ica
COLLARD, EDGAR A.

rnetotContewtb3n~

COLLETT, ELAINE
The Chelelalne Cookbook
COSTAlN,THOMAS
The Whii end lhe Gold
CRAIG, JOHN
How Per Back Can You Gel?
OONALOSON,GOROON
Battle for a congnent
Fifteen Men
EVANS, CICELY LOUISE
Nemesis W+e
The Saint Game
PERGUSON, TED
A Whii Men’s Counby
FRASER, BLAIR
Search For ldentily
FRY, ALAN
The Burden of Adden Knowle
The Revengeof AnnieCharlie
HARDY, W. G.
From Sea Unto Sea
HORWOOO, HAROLD
Death on the Ice
White Eskimo

a point of departure: all eight sections
clarify Somers as a sensitive, powerful
composer who could have been
equally at home as a painter, or a poet..
or a performer. A sample of his calliiraphy is printed in a letter to Reginald
Godden (describing the lonely simplichy of the p&no) and also a one-page
untitled graphic composition givenas a
contribution 10 a biihday book for John
Weinzweig. It is dynamic, subtle,
sparse and flowing. One of Somers’
sprightly quotes (among many) is:
“Whenever I’m introduced to my fellow Canadians as ‘Harry Somers the
composer,’ theii first reaction is often
one of surprise and politely expressed
curiosity. ‘I didn’t know them were any
in Canada.’ ‘I’m not the only one,’ 1
snarl. It always makes me feel like the
great bald eagle, or whooping crane, or
any other rare and vanishing species of
wild life.”
One of the main sections of the book
deals with the orchestral works of the
late 1950s and early 1960s. another
with the vocal works of the 1960s. An
entire chapter is devoted (0 the menumental music drama, L&is Riel.
Chemey’s writing is crammed wi!b detailed analysis, comparison of slyles,
influences of many composers and au-

JACK, DONALD
It’s Me Again

Three Clieers for Me

-_~- . .._.__.____ _

That’s Me In the Mlddle
KEITH, RONALD
Bush Piltiwilh e Briefcase
LEGATE, OAVlO M.
Stephen Lesmok
LUDWIG, JACK
Games 01 Fear and Winn’mg
MAYNARD, FREOELLE
Ralsins end Almonds
NICOL, ERIC
There’s a Lol of It Going
Around
VaoCOuVer
PALMER, MARlAN
The Wrong Pientegenet
PERRAULT, E.G.
Twelflh Mile
Spolll
RAOOALL. THOMAS H.
Peth of Oesliny
RIPPON,MARION
The NlnlhTenteole
ROSS, HAL
The PteurdeLys Affair
RULE, JANE
Lesbian Imaw.

RUTLEDGE, J. L
centurv of conmol
SINOEN, HARRY
Hockey Showdown
SLAlTERY, T. P.
They Got to Rnd Me Guilty Yet
SMITH. PHILIP
Arrows of Mercy
SMlTH, ROBERTA.
The Kramer Project
STAPLEY. RAY
The Car Owner’s Handbook
SYMONS, R. 0.
North By West
Wherethe Wegon Led
Silton Seasons
SZUMIGALSKI, ANNE
Women Reading in Ihe Belh
WATT, TOM
How lo play Hockey
WEES, W.R.
Nobody Can Teeoh Anybody
Awing
WEST, BRUCE
Tomnlo
WILSON, LOIS
The Chelelekw Gardentrig
Baok
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L’OMEN IN THE ChADL4N
IOSAIC
:dited by Gwen Matheso”
, farm wife, a” artist, a politician,
n educator, an inlmiint and man)
Ithers talk about their expaknces.
:he common hound? They are
vane”-women who question their
1B.33 in Canada’s ‘%ertical motic.”

i’omen ltkc:
lagYet Atwood, Fiona Nebun,
faryon Kantaroff, Norma Taylor.

ill Vickers, Kay Macphcrso”,
Losemary Brow”. Gloria Montcro,
,“a Alberro, Caroline Pertieau,
*leg Sears, Deborah Gorbam,
ir.E. Lang, Lynne Teather, Cecelia

VaIlace, Prancer witson and
;nce Hartman.
ix?.00 hardcover; 55.95 paperback
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XNADIAN FICTION;

4” Annotated Bibliography
Edited by Margery Fee. Gail Donali

md Ruth Cawke.r
:very novel, short stury coUectto”,
titical and biographical study by

md about Canadian writers publishr
D the end of 1974 (including Quebl
,ovels in tra~~~lation and out of prin
:itlcs for in-print authors) is liited
;tith a brief descriptive annotation.
Separate sections suggest gmeral rehm~ce sources, pcriodicalr. records
Elms and video-tapes, and a” invalu

able index S~uups all fiction titles
under the majm thematic areas of
Carwdian fiction.
515.00 hardcover: $8.95 paperback
PETER MARTIN ASSO&ATES
35 Britatn Street
Toronto, Ontario M5A lR7
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than skill, but who bad also brought
over from Europe the latest designs,
find itself done over into a gothii
fantasy. And while the congregation
might have been God-fearing, it was
also penny-wise, so that alterations
were generally hesitant cosmetic jobs
that turned round arches into pointed
ones and fiddled with the facade.
But along with their impatience BL
such unsophisticated pioneer activity,
the authors have also made it clearthat,
admirable or not, thii is the way we
were and their book is welcome for
telling us so.
However, Hallowed Walls is not all
a story of dismal vandalism and dii
regard for beauty. The prerentious
grandeur and copy-cat style of the big
city churches, with each denomination
competing for prominence. may do no
mom than wither our souls into walnuts. But who can resist the appeal of
the meeting-houses built with austere
simplicity by the Quakers and Mennonites and other rural minorities?
Clearly not Marion MacRae; who
writes about these places of worship
quietly set down in the middle of a
ddv green
shade in lyric style. The Sharon
Temple of the Children of peace is the
Hallowed Walls: Church Adimost remarkable of them all. Itd airy
tecture of Upper Canada, by Marion
lightness and loving tare for delail
MacRae and Anthony Adamson,
make it an architectural gem that invites
C&rk;kl$ illustrated, 304 pages,
the soul more effectively than many
.
.
another mom conventionally styled
Upper Canadii religious building.
By BRIAN VINTCENT
Fortunately, it has survived.
THE CPXATIVE genius of pm-ConfederAs a record of Ontario’s old
ation Upper Canadians did not extend
churches, Hallowed WaYs has great
ti, their churches. This is the conclusion
value. It is, however. heavy going and
you come to after reading Hallmved
the casual reader will find the uames of
Walls Lw Marion MacRae and Anthonv
architects and clergy scauercd about in
Adamson. It’s a thoroughly researched
a dizzy profusion difficult to sort out.
companion volume to The Anceslml
Mom anecdotal ‘material would have
Roof, their study of domestic architechelped immeasurably - such as the
ture in Upper Canada. You can’t help
story included about fiery old Daniel
feeling they found that a mom congeGordon, father of novelist Ralph Conidal subject. Ifclllowed Wolis is written
nor, who had cowed his congregation
in a tone of repressed impatience that
inlo such a state of terror that when one
periodically bursts out into veiled exof them died in his pew during the serpressions of disapproval of Victorian
mon, his neighboun kept him propped
philistinism.
upright until Gordon had done fulAnd clearly with good reason, for the minating agiinst the Devil.
history of church architecture in Upper
If the main body of the text is someCanada is, on the whole, an unhappy
times a muddle, Anthony Adamson’s
affair. Fashion was everything, so that
postlude is anything but. In some 20
pages, extensively illustrated, he has
places of worship were thrown up,
burned down, expanded,.mutilated and
placed the churches of Onrario in the
generally treated in barbarous ways
stream of European architectural history with such clarity and succinctness
with no consideration given to the
integrity of architectural style.
that those of us who spent an entire year
Thus a Georgian building, gracious
in a univemhy course studying the
development of church architeemre
in its repose and modesty, would, by
from the Roman basilica onwards will
the decision of a congregation dazzled
wonder why it took so long. 0
by architects who had moreenthusiasm

thorn. and %a~ special ‘night music,’
jazz,” - to clarify the understanding
of how everything came together to
produce the unique sound, the unique
man.
Chemey explains that “this has been
a report on Harry Somers in mid-career
- a composer of striking originality,
imagination, and vitality, who continues to explore new areas of life and
art with the same curiosily, openmindedness, and intellectual vigour
evident throughout hi career.”
And the mystical question remains.
Would there be mom Canadian composers if learner-dreamers studied only
‘with two or three Weinzweig-type
teachers, if they puffed their magical
pipes in repose. strolled slowly alone
along September lakes, listened to
‘crash-landings of back-legged loons,
and pondered the inescapable fact that
tired pianists need to have every note
written down for them? 0
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Northwest to the Sea: ABzgrapby

of William McGllllvray,

by Mwjorle

Wllkbt5 CsmDbeli. Clsrke II-AI.
230 pages, $lZ$l cioth.
By JEAN JOHNSTON
THIS IS A revision of Marjorie Wilkins
Campbell’s impressive McGillivmy.
Lord of the Norrhwesr, produced by
the same publisher in 1962. The new
effort is no meatier, but is considembly
tightened up and somewhat shorter.
Campbell has little new material, although she lists a few new soorces. She
does however re-emphasize in persttasive words the exploratory effotts of the
Northwest Company, and the great effort to posh to the Pacific, and thence to
the Orient. Mackenzie, Fraser, and
Thompson were Nor’westers.
Campbell has made a great contribution to Canadian history in her discovery and intensive search for the
story of the Northwest Company. Her
lirst book on the Nor’westem was published in 1954 and since then she has
turnedout livemoreon related themes.

_..

Although Norrhwesr m rhe Sea is
packed with interesting ‘&tails, the
style is surprisingly suspenseful and
malies good as well as informative
reading. We see Lord Selkirk as a
slightly mad nobleman with too much
money, intent on destroying the
Northwest Company. When he cap
tures the Northwest post at Fort Williim and takes William McGillivray
prisoner. the reader’s sympathy is entirely with McGillivray. Campbell
leaves tts with an unanswerable question: if the Northwest Company had got
controlling interest in the Hudson’s
Bay Company, instead of the twerse,
how would thii have affected the Canadian fotote?
Nor~hwcsi 10 rhe Sea is a better book
than McGillivray. Lord of Ihe
Northws~; but the public should have
been warned that the book is a revision
and not another new biography, as is
implied. Although the latest book has
little new material, the subject matter
has been rearranged, the emphasis on
the Notthwest Company’s exploring ot
the West is moreeffective, andthe style
is crisper. Unfortunately, the index is
still a poor one. Libraries that don’t
own the first McGillivrcry should be
sure to order the new version. 0
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stranger

The Sleep Book, by James C.
Pattpst with Toni Robllon, Maemillan; 196 pages, $5.95 paper.
By J. MICHAEL WHITLA
DIOST OF THE questions about pmblems of sleep raised by Dr. Paopst
are not answered here, as promised in
the enthusiastic introduction. The aothors do provide, howcvor, an informed review in very brief form of a
considerable body of tesearch into
sleep. A task in writing books of this
genre, of course, is to get the reader
past the technical subtleties and sophistication to the nub of what is interesting in general. Scepticism about
theory sometimes gets lost. A bibliogmphy is provided for the reader who
wants to pursue ideas more closely.
In addition to the encapsulated
information about sleep as a major process of living, a large part ofthe book is
a manual directed to the troubled
sleeper, particularly the insomniac. Dr.
Pattpst’s remedies are as informed as
they can be. given the current state of

Table of Coidents

The fust edition of &s book was hailed as “the
best and broadest coverage of bird biology”
(American Birds), “unsurpassed in presenting the
truly absorbing story of bird life” (National
Ilrildlifc). and “the best [general bird book] on the
market today” (Audubon Magazine).
The new second edition promises to uphold this
reputation with extensively revised material on
plumage and molting, metabolism, reproduction,
behavior, migration, orientation, population
dynamics, and conservation. Welty is an incnmparable introduction to ornithology for students,
and a fascinating tome for any bird lover.
A great gift!
By Joel Carl Welly, Beloit College
623 pp.. 315 illus. day 1975
O r d e r #9231-l. Frll$l9.60

1. Birds as Flying Machines
2. The Kinds of Birds
3. Skin, Scales, Feathers, and Colors
4 .
BoncsandMuscles
5. Brain, Nerves, and Sense Organs
6. Food, Digestion, and Feeding Habits
7. Blood, Air, and Heat
8. Excmtion, Reprodu$ion, and
Photoperiodism
9. Behavior
IO. Social Behavior
I I. Songs, Calls, sod Ot+er Sounds
12. Territory
13. Courtship and Mating Habits
14. Nests
15. Eggs
16. Incubation and BroodParasitism
17. The Care and Development of Young
18. The Numbers of Birds and Their Reeulation
19. The Ecology of Birds
20. The Geography of Biis
21. Plight
22. Migration and Orientation
23. The Origin and Evolution of Biis
24. Birds and Man
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the rherapeutic art, and are af least as
good as anybody’s. His notions of iqdividual rituals of sleep are somewhat
idiosyncratic but intriguing.
We xe urged to be curious about
sleep. Exh one of us can do an individual research project. especially with
one’s dreams. The physiology and psychology are outlined. Then the reader is
urged to embark on self-analysis. The
richness of dream life is there, actively
asking for attention. Although a
reader’s curioshy may well be repaid,
little warning is given of the distortion
that always creeps into dream o@ysis,
most particularly when it is done alone.
The reader would he advised not to
bother with rhe appendix called “A
Typical Freudian Dictionary of
Dreams.” Freud and most subsequent
psychoanalysts found few dream symbols to be amenable to anything like
universal interpretation. No dream is
ever entirely interpreted, which surely
does not lessen the intrigue of a dream.
Perhaps too little advice is given
about when the troubled sleeper should
seek consultation from an expert in
sleep and a psychiattist. Most readers,
however. are unlikely 10 be reticent,
and certainly their questions will be
more informed. Cl

..~~

~XILA KHALED has been the leading
figure in at least IWO major hijackings
- she’s the Palestinian whose photo
(%&ore and after the plastic surgery
which enabled her to repeat her exploit)
has appeared on front pages all over the
world. In My People Shall Live (NC
PIES, 229 pages, $4.95) she tells her
story to George Hajjar. a Canadian of
Arab origbt, who formerly taught at
Waterloo, Waterloo Lutheran and
Ryetson, and now teaches at the University of Kuwait. Khaled is a member
oftbe PFLP (Popular Front for the I&
emdon of Palestine), and is ahnost as
critical of the PLO as she is of most
Arab governmeats. Yet nothing surpasses her hatted for the Israelis (or
Zionists) and their Westem allies,
whom she holds totally responsible for
the expulsion from theit homeland of
the three million Palestinians at present
living in exile. Canada’s official
foreign policy objecdves include suppon of Israel’s right to exist and the
Palestinians tight to have a voice in
any Middle East peace settlement. This
lively and personal account, naively
interspersed with the inevitable dialec-

_- -_ __ _.- _ - - -...

tic and dogma, is of some use not only
to indicate the background aud mining
ofo btally committed terrorist guerrilla,
but also to give some idea of why seztars in the Arab world support such
I
activities.
ALJXANDBR CRAIG
THERE IS nothing for hardcore cheese
fetishists in The Goof: A pretentious
novel and an embarrassing exercise in
cheesefedshism, by Hennan Q. Good-

&n (illustmdons by Roger Baker,
Applegarth Follies. $4.95) and the .
book isn’t pretentious at all. It’s an
amiably told story of a young man’s
search for himself and his place in life
during the years following hi depatture from high school. The hero, who
coincidentally has the same fist name
as rhe author, travels out West. finds
nothing there, returns to his home in
London, Ont., hangs out for a while,
goes to a friend’s shotgun wedding in
New Brunswick and comes back to live
in a tree fott &ith a nice gitl named
Irene. Along the way he catches hi first
glimpses of love and death. All standard stuff. But, although the narrator is
as alienated as the hemes of first novels
usually are, he aiso has a hemendous
amount of affection for his home town

3 million Canadians (outside oF Quebec) do:
Is your French Language Section out-of-date
because of supply problems?
We can help with all your French Language
requirements. Over 20,000 titles in stock for
off-the-shelf delivery. Books in all categories,
Children’s, Popular, Technical from many
countries including Canada, France, Belgium, Switzerland etc.

One supplier. We are an officially accredited

agent for libraries in Quebec.
Give us your requirements and you will be
pleasantly surprised at our efficient handling
of your account.
lnstitutlonal discount allowed on all orders
over $25.

French Library Book Service
1293 Gerrard Street East, Toronto M4L lY8
Phone: 416 469-l 169
30 Books In Canada, March, 1976

.
and genuine compassion for the people
in his life, and this is what sets the book
well above others of its kind. Teachers
who are struggling to find ways IO show
tbei students that there is an important
and diit connection between fiction
and real life might (if they don’t work in
jurisdictions when words like “prick”
impel parents to bum libraries) find The
Goofa useful first step.
PHIL SURbUY
ST.

hip” gossip in student unions. Also,
that hipncss seems so dated and derivative. Richard Farina’s So Far Down It
Seems Like Up to Me is so clearly its
Amexican model, now more than 10
years old, that one’s appreciation of
Just Keep Dancin’s “Canadian content” is purely on the level of Frye’s
statement that “writing about kangamos
doesn’t make literature Australian.”
Also, the book’s fornmt is grotty,
sleazy, and simple-minded - as if the
designer felt inspind to parody Just
Keep Dancin’ with English toilet-paper
stock and crude illustrations. Now that
the fine-an touch of poet-prhtter .Tim
Ink&r has gone from Press For&pie,
is this the standard we can expect? How
strange that in the same seqson
Por&pic can also publish in subtle
graceful format Dorothy Livesay’s
latest poetry, Ice Age.
Ps

JOHN’S ts considered by many to be
the oldest city in North America. This
claim is defended in Paul O’Ncill’s The
Oldest Ciw: The Stq of St. John’s.
Nenfiundlond (Press PorciSpic, 432
pages, $17.95). But The Oldest City is
much more than a chdm to a title. This
is a history of the traditions, customs,
and people of St. John’s. O’Neill’s research has taken him to the Channel
Islands, Britain, and the United States.
His dedication must be ptaised for this
book represents years of painstaking
work. The Oldest Ci@ is Volume I of a
two-volume set. We ate told in the
publisher’s preface that the original
manuscript was too long to be pubrr SHOULD an the humbling duty of
lished in one book. Yet at the same time
every serious literary critic and review
we ate wamed that “there is a great
editor to reread once a year the famous
deal of overlapping.” If such is the
unsigned article that appeared in
case. it is most unfortunate a more conscientious pattern of editing was not
Britain’s Quart.+ Review in the
followed. The first volume covers the
mummer of 1833. Dealing with the first
city’s political history and its coloutfid
proper collection of lyrical poems by a
people: while the second will cover its
young Cambridge graduate, the critic
.wcial and military histoty. Yet thete is
was mindful of the brutal way the publication had dismissed John Keats some
a chapter on “A Military Animal” in
Volume 1. This obviously appears re- , years before and professed himself anxdundant. Although the publishers
ious not to repeat the ertor. He then
admit the decision was “somewhat atproceeded to savage the young poet
bitrary.” they also emphasize “each
with a ruthlessness that ma& the attack
part can stand alone.” Whatever the
on Keats seem praise by comparison.
case. the Enal evaluation cannot be
The post’s name was AlfredTennyson:
made until Volume II appears. In the
Thus did the leading British literary remeantime, this volume with its numerview score a double rem in passing
ous illustrations and solid factual dis- judgement on two of the true poetic
course is a most significant reference
geniuses of 19th-century England. And
teat. As a first historical study of St.
so ate we all fallible.
John’s, it will be invaluable to students
While admitting that, we must also
admit to a growing unease about the
of history and research. Moreover, it is
a fine general-interest book.
tone adopted by some of our corresNtCI-tAEL 0. NOWLAD
pondents in this and recent issues.(see
page 33). One reviewer was castigated
JOHN C. nlACDONALD’SJustKeepDanas a student “with very little
tin’ ( 173 pages, $5.95) is a surprisingly
qualification and for very little money”
light piece from Press Porcepic, which
forcing “his narrow little mind on your
up to now has distinguished itself as a readers.” Another, in separate letters,
high-art. serious-minded grass roots
was abused as ‘Ynt Italian pretzel” and
publisher. I suppose what is most both“that throat slasher.” A third was ridiersome about the book is its sophomore culed as “a narrow-minded hayseed.”
tone. which one might think appmp
Now no mortal judgement, espeDate for a “last-yearat university” plot
cially a judgement about art or literabut which reminds one excruciatingly ture, is sacrosanct. Anyone can quarrel
of the gesture-making “Wow, Pm so
with it on as many grounds as there are
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Conjuring Up Philip
An Adventure in Psychokttteats
by Iris IW. Owen
WIN, Margaret sparrow
Is it possible to invent a ghost? This
remarkable book describes how a
gmupof people inTom& have been
carrying out an experiment which
showsdramalica8ythattheattawaris
yeSI
March $9.95

South Sea Journey
by George Woodcock
A fascinating description of a trip
through ths far-flung archipelagos of
the South Seas. providing a sound
background history of the whole
area, as wall as knowledgeable Interpretations of the current political
and social condillons of the islands.
April%1350
Tks Russians
by Hedtfck Smkh
A panoramic view of the Soviet reality, that examines the texture of life as
Russians live it. By the reporter who
won a Pulitzer Prize for hii work as
Moscow bureau chief of The Mew
York Times. Illustrated.

The English Pub
by Mchael Jackson
lnfmducflon by Robert Morley
A unique volume, fully explodng that
Incomparable social institution; the
English pub: its legends, its arohiteoture. and 8s highly decorated Interior. Extensively illustratad.
MayS17.75
IIe Great Anglo-Soar War
by 8ymt1 Fatwall
A definitive yet highly readable hk
totyofoneofthe last”mmantiowars”
-that of a stubborn pioneer people
pitted agalnst the mighty Brittsh Em
pira in their bid for independence.
Illustrated.
ADrilS17.75

Roberti Gourlay, Gadfly
Forerunner ofthe Rebellion
In Upper Canada 1837
by Lois Darmch Ml/an/
The first complete biography of
Robert Gourlay. who was banished,
upon pain of death. fmm Upper
Canada (only two years after he entered the country) for his involvement
In the rebellIon of 1887. Illustrated.
Ready39.50
*
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pejoratives in the Oxford English Dictionary. That’s what the letters column
is for. But these were cheap and vicious
shots, aimed not at the judgements but
at the reputations of the reviewers.
They demeaned the shooter more than
they did the target.
What prompted them? Something
more complicated, we suspect, than the
outraged pride of the creative artist (or
his mentor). Them seems to be ln some
comers of Canadian letters an imperfect understanding of the role of the
reviewer, an ignorance of commonly
accepted reviewing practices. and a
justifiable fear that the old free-andqueasy rules of the critical game in this
country are being tightened up.
Among other things” Books in
Canada is in the business of trying to
improve the standards of popular criticism in Canada. (Academic criticism
needs no such encouragement; it is well
taken care of by a number of diitinguished quarterlies in our midst.)
Toward that end, we expect our reviewers to judge Canadian books in the
wider cqntext of English-language
literature as a whole and our editorial
policy attempts to reflect similar international standards. Editorial policies

can never be more than expressions of
general ideals and we are the first to
our practical grasp. But since there is
appamntly some confusion about just
what we are reaching for, it’s worth
nstating the ideals as we see them.
Let’s start with the role of the reviewer. We think it was admirably
defined by Stephen Jay Gould in a recent issue of the New York Times Book
Review:

Mr. Gould might have added that the
equation of labour is often not as onesided as it looks. The reviewer may also
have spenr years-even a lifetime educating himself or herself to the level
of being able to pass judgement not
only honestly but also with authority.

Tbii book is a comprehensive summadon of Riet’s life in dalion m the politics
of htt day.” Eric Wettr. \Vbmtpg Free Press.
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It follows as the scar the wound that
review editors have at least three cardinal responsibilities: to find and encourage reviewers who can read carefully
and dispassionately; to match a particular book with a reviewer who can judge
it hone&y and with the authority it requires; and to ensure that the words the
mviewex uses to express hi or her
opionion are as clear and as meaningful
as possible.
It does not follow that review editors
necessarily endorse the reviewers’
opinions. Such blanket endorsation
would be intellectoally absorb in a publication that reviews as many as JO titles a month. What we do endorse.
wholeheartedly, are not the judgements
but the honesty and integrity of the persons making the judgements. In that
sense, of course we stand tirmly behind
our reviewers. Each and every one of
them. How could we do otherwise? An
attack on their professional reputation
is an attack on us.
Needless to say, our confidence in
our reviewers extends to letting their
printed judgements stand : even
though we may personally disagree
with them. In rare instances. with
books that see to involve fundamental
controversies, we have commissioned
and printed simultaneously two reviews that (we hope) express opposing
opinions. But it is not the practice of
this or any other responsible review
publication to insult a reviewer by seeking a second (or thii or fourth) opinion
at a later date. And if one author were
given such special consideration, every
author could fairly demand the same
treatment.
In a mature and secure literary community, it would not be necessary to
spell out these obvious points. But
Canadian writers, alas, seem conditioned to insecurity. Too many of
them, particularly our poeis, feel the
need to huddle together for warmth in
fmctious and defensive cliques. Too
much of what passes for popular cdticism is simply the buttering up of
friends or the skewering of foes. And
too often our independent reviewers are
caught in the middle of a mud-slinging
m&h. If they say what they honestly
feel, judge the work and not the author.
they riskbeing plastered with the same
ad hominem abuse that our writers find
it natural to hurl among themselves.
As Mr. Gould says, reviewing is a
nasty business. But it doesn’t haveto be
that nasty. Authors have the right to be
judged dispassionately. We expect the
same courtesy to be accorded OUT reviewers. 0
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. . . AND THE OUT&iGE
Sk:

In affiniii Aviva Layron ,he opporulnily OF e
simohcccoos rcspoose to Mcnin Vaughn-James’
crilical lellcr lJanocw). llwkr in Canoch hcs
for eo cxeheeec of idear

M

fomm.

Iioving Followed Mcrdn Vceghn-Jcmcs’ work
since bir Rrat book md having Md wi,h Fruswlion cod anger Avivc L+ymo’r review OF hls
lo,es, eed best. The Cage (PJovember). J Feel dw
bolh the review end be, sobscqeco, reply UI hi
IcUcr (Jeocew) rcvcel ti more aboo, Layme’S
pcaonslily md aidcal cbililies ,hn they do
abou, Vaughn-James’ dll,c,bbng cd exuemely
bmova,ivc book.
In bls lcoer. VeeghnJamu allodr. (no, wideout saxrun) 10 L a y t o n ’ s wlbonhip of a
childxn’s book. Thir is oo, es imzlevce, es it
mov seem. For c ccrefcl rcadinc! of be, review

i\nd es if lha, ,%c, weso’, numbiogly obvi&s
hom’the malicious and inept mixcprcsco,e,ion
given c~ e review of The Cage (November).
Layton cgein fills column spcee wilh ,hc same
SM of shallow cmckcrberrel wi, lha, ls currywhere diiplccing cridcal insigh, on liwcnwe.
The orlgbcl review wcs igoome,. Fccleally
woeg, cod crl,iccUy emply. The scbscqoect let,er wllFolly ml~lccds, obnecs. 01 lgcores the
isues Veogh-Jcmer t&es up wilh the review
- the ,a, is “d’ on “air”; ,hc ce,&ue
now lo, AGO do lloT coonitutc c commcnery
,o The Cage; reviews w,i,,a, 10 a hack Fomwle
arc ncidwr mz.mdegFol MI defensible. Again

lion ,bc, cn ir Fcelcsy (she dcdcri&?ds drmbings as “haomlng. nigh,ma,ish, somalis,ic,”
be, ncvcr in ,cnes ofreelism m rcelily). the, is,
~omethig which nansins outside Le xxal order
ofexperieocc md which 5811 only be ingeaed on

s,Uunii idiosyncrasy &r though,. and uivis

rlgnificSo,ly. The ads,, accordbng ta this prccmccp,ion, Ibus becomes merely e persucdcr
whme wsk is u) eoovbcc ,hc layions OF Ihis
wxld OF his pcrdcular faotary. a e~mmon praclice in ,he wiling ofcbildrcp’s twks. The openlegrcmcrkcofhul~,creoesympmme,icof,hls
biea (originally evidenced lo heravancly ncgclive a,,i,edc lowad ,he tcx, of The Cage) - no.,
I am no, pe,sucdcd. lhese **agtnoceLI will gu
him pracisely nowha.” Leymn ccosores the
Ia, so vehemeelly no, bcccese OF i,s perhaps
coou’ovemicl style - Rorid cod in come per&
hyaerical - <end In my opinion oee highly sui,able 10 czcompecy ,hc images) be, bczaosc i,
Fcils 10 swcio c F~olcsy imerpwatioo of ,he
book. I, swxccdr p,eclscly bccaorc it is no,
self-conmined or redone1 and dcaoys o, conkadie& the images e, every tern, ilr s@iiic form
sebjeaed to ,he dinarcs OF Fencllon.
If Aviva LayIon is lodced P “6, and pmper
pSrsm, for evelucting ‘gmwn-up’ lilem,we.”
then why when she b chrllcegcd es m her millccl ccs,he,ic ls She nilI ueble ,o reveal her
crileria of eveluedoo cod merely clo,hes herself
in oamcs. ,bereby obllling es 10 ewp, the cssw
don lhe, herexemioetion oF77tc Cogc took plre
in lhis elevated ctmospherr when in Fee, ,hcrr ls
on Se& evkleocc in ,he original review? Aed
rhy again doer she egolistically iosis,. in fcce of
the cmhor’r eomnion. that her qeomtioo oftbe
,a, “rccotds exccdy - wad for word” wiul
Ihe orlgiirl when i, definitely does MI, (page 53,
“fhring ,he ecr.” no, “fmcing the elr”)?
Fenbcrmore. Laykm obrcrsively rebem,es and
ridlcclcc the word “ge~,cl,,” which doem’t cppc;u anywhere io ,be ,ex,. fly-leaf nota. biography. or Vaughn-Jcmes’ Inter: comrives M
confwe penning wilh onomatopoeia: md 10 cap
i, all. in her ha6,e m emdiwly ci,e on two bu,
lhne bl-mlmtcd cniru. ioclodcs lecrcdibly,
Apollllaire whose oemc she eeenn spell!
The SNX oF,he meucr h Simply lhat Lay,, is
oeable w ds,b,gubh bawoce objeclively pw
~nted crllical argomen, and subjective vclcc
jedgmcov. dressed up es such. Elucody lo&a
qlna m the msk of revicwbtg zle Cogc, she hcs
proven herself cquelly inccpcble OF replying
rottbfacbnily or howdy 10 Vaughn-Jcmes’ laler. An aceplioeal work of at has beeo uojoslly
vinimizd.
RJcherd Dawkin?i
Unioeville, On,.

_

For crgemee,. Layloo discmdilr b-ah henelf nod
Boats In Cm,ada.
Cynically. it mlgh, be said ,ha lbii ir e small
cccomplisbmm,. Bu, in the ccsc OF B&s In
Can&a, a, lees, there is some recson For disappoln,men,. The cdwc~es of mediocrby. the
bosses of ,hc eew lilemy iodoso’y. cod oil ,he
olha ychca the, wee, u) see liwm,orc remain
just another eoomoocr cummodily 10 exploit all have hcd more ,hen enough oppodonity in
yoorpegcs ,o diicmge rcspec, hr imcgincdon
cod iu eacnsionr in en. why her over “hying
u) mciotalo c bmed gcognphie balance” (No,es
& Commems. Jcowy). when Ihe oddcal and
in,ellecNel bclcoce ir s o gmlcsqeely ovalo&d on the side of Lay,on-like beenlily? The
sihmdon ir mdy ludimur. be, ewe Ihe gra,
leveling e,Tea of leeghler has b ,cnud 10
rcdeeing cJl vclua 10 ,be sane level OF empty
idii:
I f Books In canedo canno, wbolchccnedly
adorsc Leylon. so ,hc, such en codoneme”,
bccomcr ,be elcedy s,aled edilorial policy of Ihe
magez~e. lhen i, could a, leas, e@mp, b give
Some lodicadoo dm, there is e genuine srmggle
for Mcwc by nmnieg . S&cdin i?om olha
iodepadcn, reviewSof The Cayr.
Rowan &kkie
O,,clW

BOY& THOU EVER BLURT
Sk

Nctorclly l wcse’t dellghred wilh Bill Boyd’r
spiky. deprecating review of my book, The
L~fs In Awumn, in ,bc January lssoc. and
moslly 10 eoahe my sore ego, I’d like ,o nire c
Few i,ema.
Ilem one: Boyd wrhcs lhat my beak vms
“‘rushed lem prim 10 cacb oen Kahn’s rpomlala: Roger Kchn’s book, The Boyr of Sum,,,cr, was poblisbcd In the spring OF 1972. Mine
ccmc oo, in the hll of 1975. Tkotr rushing b~,o
pia
I,em IWO: Boyd - c lo, OF sbo,s off my
soobbery. We,,. d&s no news. I lcll everyooe
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in Ihe Srs, chap,= what a nbiy lkdc snob I was
in Ihe late l%lQs when I sa, in the red seals U
Maple Leaf Gardens. I’ve changed since dmse
days. k’s Boyd who has the problem -be’s a
pmle(uirn snob.
I,eln ,hwez 1 think Boyd go, a lo, more fun Oo,
of ,he book Lao he allows himself 10 Sdmil.
After nil, Iook ill ,he number of pamgmphs be
mkes YD in his wiew lelliob us aboo, his adven,ores rr:i,h Kenny Reardon-imd his ideas abou,
,he old Leafs.
Rem four: I’m a baa wrker than BDyd gives
me credit for. I won’t bolher ci,b,g alI the
ourhc&les who agree with me. people who think
I’m a dazzling s,yllb,. La me jus, say ,hey’re
legion and lha, ,hcy’n incredibly asllltc. Some
of tbcm have even bough, my book.
lack Bzd,en
TDlonlD

JQUAL OF THEIR SOULS

sir:

I, is rare ,ha, a book is “duignaed a nadonsl
embauassmem” b y a reviewa. How-w.
French Cagj.wz. Hd? by Mark Orkm ha I”*
ceeded i n oovaging your twiewer. Riihard
Lubbodt in the Jam~ary issue of Bwkr in
Cnnado. IO ,he ex,en, of erhmting Ibe federal
governmen, ,o “prohibit i, horn leaving the
counuy.”
I, is difficult ID unders,aod why. In Cmra,in,,
Eh? Orkin dwa a,,m,ion 10 #be way Bngliih
cansdiis ac,us.lly do speak. In die two yedrs
since i,s publiiadon it has sold ova ~,OOO
coplcs. In French clmajan. xi8 0,kii’S ,ugcr
is dx “Kay Be&e& and their ow panicular
brand of bench. Our firs, printing of lQ,QQQ
copier was sold ou, wilhin eight we& aRerpub_
licnioo: ,he book sold pardcolarly wel1 in Manweal and Osawr. In addkion. Ma* Orkll has
appeued on both English- and F,eneh-language
radio and lelevlsii pmgmms in these cilia (be
is bilingual -although according 10 Orkii Ibii
b no longa an issue - since Caadiaos do no,
speak English or Freoch anymore, but Canajan
and jowl).
So it aopexs ,ha French Canadians. unlike
your r&&r, kw weknmed and are enjoying
,he book in the spiri, i, was winen: Y a satirical
,our rhroogh Ihc liyuisdc and social foibles of
Francophone Canada.
Malcolm Lesrer
Edimrial Direclor
Les,a and Orpcn Lid.
To,U,l,O
tJ

OR NON-U? 0 HORRQRS!
sir:
I rrd Rihard Lubbock3 review of five

books
of humour in Ihe Ianuay issue with mounling
disbelief. Your revinver seems ob%%d Wirh
dw issue of na,ionsliim. He is so inreosilive he
misses all the subdedes of Mnk Orkii’s Fren&
Camjan: .‘I;? He fails LO memioo dx 60 dnwings lby cumoois, pcler Whalley and designer
Dxid Shaw, i,, Cdo,,,~s Linle Bohc @3mdian Pmwrk. G&M, Limerkb and Ofher
Vital Purrers. Finally. he ls sloppy, and ha
canfused me wi,h Lieutenant Columbo. I could
aminue 10 list ins,aMs of hi incompelence.
b,,, le, me codudez he ha%,‘, il clue snd 1
have,,‘, r ?I:’
John Roben Colombo
To,olm

Edward., C’Funny we should ask hi,” Jsnumy
issue), I would point only to the arms:
1. Edwdr seuled lo a small mwo ou,slde of
calguy no, Edmomon.
2. The Eye opmler wss a newspaper no, a
mdgarine.
Yes. i, is foony you should ask him.
Torn Williams
Cnleur

HBRE LIES
HUGH GARNER
A CRUEL PLOT TWIST
HERE LIES
MARGABBT ATWOOD
A FICTIONAL CHARACTER

GMOM HAS descended once more on
McClarkan & Newspider, t h e allCanadian national piblisher. A PR
consultant has informed the tirm that its
image is too staid. His recommendation: with-it rejection slips composed in
light verse. Can readers help? The
usual prize (see below) for the best
entry. Adds: CanWit No. 9, Books
in Canada, Fourth Floor, 366 Adelaide
St. East, Toronto MSA 1N4. Deadline:
March31.
RESULTS OF CANWfl NO. 7
IN AN EFFORT to improve this country’s
sepulchral wit. readers we02 asked to
provide appropriate epitaphs on any
prominent Canadian. The winner is
Morgan Cicero of Grafton, Ont. He
receives a copy of the award-winning
art book John Fillion by Domthy
Cameron and John Reeves (Martlet
Press, $19.50) for these memorial limes:
HERE LIES
PIERRE BERTON
WHO NEEDS NO INTRODUCTION
HERE L.lES
,OHN ROBERT COLOMBO
UNQUOTE

HERELIBS

DOUG PETHERLING
G-G-G-GONE!

Honowable mentions:
ETER LOUGHEED
He. lor whom lbe oil mils
A,las,.alas.raooo,ofgar
-Alii weingud,
S,. Albat. Ala
. *

l

W.A.C. 9ENNEl-f
Here in ,he sod 1 still lalk 10 God
JOHN DIBFENBAKER
Lie fallow Cmmdiis
-Ian c. Iobnson. ,
Nanaboo. B.C.
l

l

l

WILLIAM ABBRHARM
Here l*s old Willie Akdnrd,
Who 10 Albma gave hii hean
And like the long-awaked fan
WY slow m come and quick m pM
- Alastair Wade. Aoii Penner.
and Ca,baine Adams. O,,aws
* .

MITCHELL SHARP
Opiusahllrp
To Mitchell Sharp
And doff your ha,:
Fa,eknocked hi Sal
-M. I. Young. SackviUe.N.9.

HERE LIES
RAYMOND SOUSTER
NEXT WICKET PLEASE

.

HERE LIES
lBVING LAYfON
WHO’S GONE TO BE WITH FRIENDS

HERE LIES
FARLEY MOWAT
REMAINDERED UNTO GOD

.

GORDON SINCLAIR
The Devil you say?

HERE REPOSES
ROBERTSON DAVIES
THE RIGHT SORT OF CHAP

HERE LB3
MORDECAI RICHLER
SOON TO BE A
MAIOR MOTION PFXURE

IIERE LIES
A.I.M. SMffH
WHO WASN’T EVEN DEAD

l

HERE LIES
GEORGB BOWERING
PASST AWAY

BLACK EYE OPENER
Sir:
No, ,o mke mnr lime o, analion ,hln has Riih.
an, Lubbock in his mmtlon of Thha Ber, of Bdr

here lies
bp nichnl
dud as
; null
a

*

*

MORTON SHULMAN
De Many nil nisi booum
WAYNEllndSHUSTER
Ail’, what ,he.y usler
DAVID LEWIS
Len forew

.

GLEN GOULD
How svongely silent ocw lbii
pea&d Glen.
Only a dislao, mumble new md ,kn
-Marvin Goody, Tomnm
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The Soviet view. in photographs.
the
fighting on the Eastern fmm. A superb
book.
Size 13% X IO in. $11.95

I

A vivid dcscriplion of lift in the Royal
Flying Corps and Ihc Royal Naval Air
Service.
Sin ItI *: 7% in\. 512.95

The rlory of bravery and inctnnpelencc.
illuuraled by wmc of the earliesl war
phowgphs ever lokcn. Size 9% x 7!&
ins. Paper 15.9s. cascbound $10.50.

I

The lineages and insignia ofthe unilr in
the Can;ldi;m expeditionary iorce in
World War I. PriceSl0.00.

A comprchcnaive. illurmted account 01
the division insignia of this importam
pan of the German armed forces.
Price 58.50.

___..

Big business and radical terrorism
clash in the most terrifying novel of
its kind since The Day of the jackal-

by William Stephenson
When Max, a basset hound, leads
men to gold. his .name becomes
synoriyiiious with luck. To .: the
miners of turn-of-the-century northern Ontario, he becomes mascot,
talisman-the best thing that ever
happened to them. Theq one day
Max boa&a train and takes off for
the city . . . . . . . .
W great Musson escape-

only $4.95

NORMAN HARTLEY
MURDERER,....~ by:Elf.en ‘Codfrey
s.’
A you& poet is fo.und dead in the

back room of, a+mall. avant-garde
put3listjng~bouse~:gebecca
Rosenthal, ‘: noted; anthropologist,
affluent widow, and self-confessed
snoop, looks into the case . . . . . .
A great f&n~c~a~~escsape

A NOVEL
by John Latimer
A great multinational conglomerate
sets out to destroy its rival and
competitor by using the techniques
of the radical left-highly sophisticated sexual blackmail, terrorism,
assassination, kidnapping, random
violence, and media exploitation.. .

only $4.95

